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ABSTRACT 
The domains s t r u c t u r e of cobalt,, gadolinium and terbium have been 
i n v e s t i g a t e d ; s i n g l e c i y s t a l s of gadolinium and terbium, were obtained 
i n v)i;ich the oxide content was considerably reduced by a s o l i d s t a t e 
e l e c t r o l y s i s technique. 
. The^  B i t t e r technique has been used f o r most of the observations w i t h 
a m o d i f i e d c o l l o i d , but a dry c o l l p i d . technique has been used a t temperatures 
below 240°K or higher than room toaperature. Two d i f f e r e n t pieces of 
a;pparatus were designed f o r use a t h i ^ or low. temperatures. I n the case 
of c o b a l t s i n g l e c r y s t a l s the r e s u l t s obtained a t room, temperature are 
s i p i l a r t o those obtained p r e v i o u s l y . The p a t t e r n a t 77°K was as 
expected from the anisotropy data. The lengths of daggers of reverse 
magnetization and the widths of t h e i r bases were found t o be i n d i r e c t 
p r o p o r t i i o n ( f o r simple and complex daggers). The v a r i a t i o n of the exchange 
constant A w i t h temperature was al s o deteimined. I t was not possible t o 
observe a closure domain s t r u c t u r e , however t h i s , did-not r u l e out the 
p o s s i b i l i t y of a p a r t i a l s t r u c t u r e being.present on the basal plane, 
though the v a r i a t i o n of dcmain width w i t h temperature agrees best w i t h 
t h a t of K i t t e l model. 
The domain, s t r u c t u r e of gadolinium -was much easier t o analyse than 
t h a t of co b a l t . At 274°K p a t t e r n s on .planes containing the c-axis 
shoved p a r a l l e l l80° walls, w i t h the d^elopment of p a r t i a l closure 
11 
s t r u c t u r e s a t the surface near the basal plane and a t the oxide 
i n c l u s i o n s . Basal plane p a t t e r n s i n d i c a t e t h a t the l80° w a l l s are 
not plane and give more d e t a i l e d i n f o r m a t i o n about the mixed nature 
of the b a s a l s t r u c t u r e . The change i n domain s t r u c t u r e has. been 
studied as the temperature i s reduced t o 77°K and.under the influence 
of magnetic f i e l d s up t o l400 Oe. Unexpected r e s u l t s were obtained 
•v^en the normal f i e l d produced by a permanent magnet was a p p l i e d t o 
the b a s a l plane. Such arrangements produced the w e l l known honeycomb 
s t r u c t u r e which was observed on other m a t e r i a l s a f t e r an a p p l i e d f i e l d 
of few K. Oe. was a p p l i e d p a r a l l e l or perpendicular t o the c-axis. 
This was b e l i e v e d t o be the r e s u l t of a closure s t r u c t u r e with magnet-
i s a t i o n l a i d f r e e l y i n b a s a l plane. The non-uniformity cf' the l i n e s 
of f o r c e produced by such magnet w i l l r e - o r i e n t the d i r e c t i o n of the 
magnetic moment w i t h i n the closure region. 
. The domain s t r u c t u r e i n a cube shaped terbium single c r y s t a l was 
observed a t 210°K and d i f f e r e n t p o s s i b i l i t i e s f o r the i n t e r n a l con-
f i g i i r a t i o n ••were .given. Agreement between experimental observation and 
the proposed model •vdiich consists of p l a t e type domains magnetized 
along the b^ ^ and b^ -axis but not along the t h i r d a x i s b^-axis, which 
i s perpendicular t o one surface. The e q u i l i b r i u m , width was measured 
and compared w i t h the c a l c u l a t e d one and they were in. good agreement. 
•The s t r u c t u r e a t lower tonperatures was studied. However as i n gadolinium 
i t i s s t i l l not c l e a r -v^iether the p a t t e r n observed a t low temperature 
represents a true"domain structui^e. 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Ferrcmagnetism 
Magnetic m a t e r i a l s are i n seme respects the most i n t r i g u i n g and 
e x c i t i n g to-study. I n s p i t e of the f a c t t h a t a f u l l understanding of 
the types o f magnetic behaviour i s s t i l l d i f f i c u l t , the progress t h a t 
- f • . 
has been made i s remarkable. I n a d d i t i o n there are many t e c h n i c a l ^ 
a p p l i c a t i o n s \diich make thou of obvious i n t e r e s t . The most known and 
important of these m a t e r i a l s are ferromagnetic. A great v a r i e t y of 
m a t e r i a l s may be placed i n t h i s category being q u i t e d i s t i n c t l y 
characteriz:ed by t h e i r magnetic p r o p e r t i e s . For such m a t e r i a l s there 
e x i s t s a temperature c a l l e d the Curie temperature, below which i t i s 
fcxmd t o be p o s s i b l e t o a t t a i n magnetic s a t u r a t i o n by the a p p l i c a t i o n 
of a p a l l magnetic f i e l d s . At the same time i t i s possible f o r the 
magnetization of the "specimen t o be zero i n a zero a p p l i e d f i e l d . I n 
order t o a l i g n the magnetic moments a t room temperature f o r a para-
7 
magnetic m a t e r i a l i t i s found t h a t a f i e l d of the order- of 10 oersted 
i s necessary -sdiile t h i s f i e l d e x i s t s n a t u r a l l y wijth no a p p l i e d f i e l d 
i n a f erT-cmagnetic bo(^. 
Weiss (1907) was the f i r s t t o postulate the existence of a strong 
molecular f i e l d , which a l i g n e d the i n d i v i d u a l magnetic moments p a r a l l e l 
t o each other. At the absolute zero of temperature t h i s ordering w i l l 
be p e r f e c t , but as the temperature i s iraised the alignment i s gradually 
reduced by thermal f l u c t u a t i o n s and the e f f e c t of t h i s i s t o completely 
0-2 [• 
0-2 04 0-6 0 ' 8 l-O 
FiG.i . l Reduced magnetization curve a s a 
funct ion of temperature for 
• Cobalt 
o Gadolinium 
destroy the o r d e r i n g when the Curie temperature i s reached- . Fig. ( l . l ) 
shows the v a r i a t i o n of spontaneous magnetization wi^^h temperature f o r 
Cobalt and Gadolinium, s i m i l a r shaped curves being obtained f o r a l l 
feiTcmagnetic elements i f the v a r i a t i o n i g p l o t t e d against temperature 
i n reduced u n i t s . Above the Curie p o i n t the ordering breaks down and 
the m a t e r i a l becomes p a i ^ a g n e t i c . By t h i s theory Weiss demonstrated 
c l e a r l y the reason f o r the easy magnetizatipn of ferrcmagnetic m a t e r i a l s , 
but i t would not however give an sexplanation f o r t h e f a c t t h a t f e r r o -
magnetic . substances may e x i s t i n a s t a t e of zero magnetization; they 
are u s u a l l y found w i t h a zero demagnetized state. Weiss the r e f o r e 
advanced a second hypothesis -which leads t o a possible explanat:^on of 
t h i s p o i n t . He postula-ted -that a f eyranagnetic matei;ial d i v i d e d up 
i n t o small regions c a l l e d dctnains, i n each of v j i i c h the atomic momen-^ 
are always spontaneously a l i g n e d , but the d i r e c t i o n of alignment v a r i e s 
from, dcmain t o dona i n t o produce a zero resul-tant. 
The o r i g i n of -the molecular f i e l d (Weiss f i e l d - 10 oersted) i s 
not explained by t h i s -theoiy. I t -was not u n t i l .(1928) t h a t Heisenberg 
p o s t u l a t e d the existence of t h e exchange fo r c e . I h i s i s a. purely 
quantum-mechanical f o r c e and has no c l a s s i c a l counterpart, so any 
attempt t o e x p l a i n t h i s f o r c e by non-mathema-tical representation -w-ill 
be some-what i n c o r r e c t . H i i s f o r c e provides a p h y s i c a l explanation f o r 
•the l a r g e magnitude of molecular f i e l d . Heisenberg showed t h a t the 
f o r c e i s due t o an e l e c t r o s t a t i c term- a r i s i n g from, the overlapping of 
o r b i t a l wave f u n c t i o n s of e l e c t r o n s associated w i t h n e i ^ b o u r i n g atoms 
•vAiich leads t o e f f e c t i v e spin-spin coupling. This e l e c t r o s t a t i c energy-
term a l s o depends on the r e l a t i v e o r i e n t a t i o n of the spins of the 
adjacent p a r t i c l e s and t h e r e f o r e gives r i s e t o the ferromagnetic e f f e c t . 
This e f f e c t , i n a c r y s t a l i n -which each ion has a non zero spin, i s l a r g e 
enough t o account f o r the magnitude of the Weiss f i e l d . 
There are a v a r i e t y of ways i n i^hich the moments can a l i g n thanselves. 
These d i f f e r e n t types of magnetic order give r i s e t o d i f f e r e n t categories 
of m a t e r i a l s . Ferromagnetics include the t r a n s i t i o n metals i r o n , 
n i c k e l and c o b a l t , the heavy rare earth metals, and a few. oxide compounds 
such as europium oxide. I n these m a t e r i a l s the moments a l i g n p a r a l l e l 
t o each other and'thus produce a l a r g e mcment per u n i t volume, so we 
should expect t o f i n d these ferromagnetic m a t e r i a l s w i t h high magnetiza-
t i o n . The monent a r i s e s as a r e s u l t of p o s i t i v e exchange i n t e r a c t i o n . 
Another category of m a t e r i a l s i s t h a t i n -which, owing t o negative 
exchange i n t e r a c t i o n , the spins are arranged i n an a n t i - p a r a l l e l 
p a t t e r n so "that the atomic moments cancel and t h e resul-tant magnetic 
mcment - w i l l be zero. Such m a t e r i a l i s c a l l e d anti-ferrcmagnetic and 
examples are found amongst the r a r e earth me-tals and i n many t r a n s i t i o n 
•and r a r e e a r t h compounds. A t h i r d class of alignment which a r i s e s 
t h r o u ^ n e ^ t i v e exchange i n t e r a c t i o n i s -that known as f e r r i i n a g n e t i c 
i n -which a n t i - p a r a l l e l arrangement e x i s t s b u t there i s a net mcment 
which a r i s e s from a s i t u a t i o n i n -which, the mcment p o i n t i n g i n one d i r e c t i o n 
i s larger than that pointing i n the other. This kind may occur -when 
two or more kinds of magnetic atom of d i f f e r e n t moments are mixed together, 
or i n ccmplex crystals -where there may be moi^ elementary moments 
. pointing i n one direction than i n the other. Examples of t h i s type 
of alignment are found i n the f e r r i t e s HXFe^O^ vhere M represents 
a metallic ion. These are non-metallic and of high r e s i s t i v i t y . Even 
though the ferrimagnets possess a net magnetization i t is much lower 
than that of the ferromagnetic materials. 
The spontaneous alignment arises as a res u l t of the exchange 
interaction which operates between uncompensated electron spins i n 
the p a r t i a l l y f i l l e d electron shells. The i n t r i n s i c magnetic moment 
of a ferrcmagnet is almost e n t i r e l y due to the spins of jhese electrons. 
Electron o r b i t a l motion does not contribute a large moment to the 
i n t r i n s i c magnetization of so l i d magnetic materials based on t r a n s i t i o n 
metals. Owing to an interaction between the o r b i t a l motion and 
c r y s t a l l i n e f i e l d s the o r b i t a l moments very nearly cancel out. This 
is known as quenching. The magnetic behaviour has been .shown by-Van 
Vleck (1952) to. be mainly due to the electron spin. Unf i l l e d electron 
shells are responsible f o r ferromagnetism rather than valence electrons-
Since i n a f i l l e d . s h e l l the electrons are paired o f f with as many 
spins up as spins down, they w i l l average to zero moments. Thus only 
atpms with incomplete shells can have a net magnetic moment. The 
arraxigonent of the spins is such that i t v i l l produce the highest 
possible n^t magnetic moment. For t h i s to be consistent with the 
rule f o r f i l l e d shells means that once, the s h e l l |a h a l f f i l l e d 
a dditional electrons must point the other -way. Ilhus i n the case of 
t r a n s i t i o n metal tfee electrons responsible f o r liie magnetization are 
those i n the u n f i l l e d 3<i band while the magnetic properties of the 
rare earth m^etals are closely related to tiae character of the 
u n f i l l e d kf shell. The., u n f i l l e d s h e l l i n the t r a n s i t i o n metals, i s 
the outemiost i n the metallic ion. Interaction, of the electron orbits 
with, the cirystalline f i e l d as i n the t r a n s i t i o n metals quenches, the 
o r b i t a l angular momentum, while i n the case cf the rare earths the 
u n f i l l e d kf shell i s screened fran, the cr y s t a l l i n e f i e l d by the 5s 
and 5P shells. This w i l l be discussed, i n Chapter k. Thus the o r b i t a l 
angular mcmentum contributes t o the t o t a l magnetic moment. 
1,2 The Domain Hypothesis 
The question of ^ y the majority of ferromagnetics are not actually 
found i n the spontaneously magnetized state, but are much morc l i k e l y 
t o have approximately zero magnetization, was answered by Weiss', 
hypothesis of dcmains. This hypothesis proposes that the i n t e r i o r ' 
of the material is divided into many magnetic dcmains, each of -vAiich 
i s spontaneously magnetized. Since only the d,irection of domain 
magnetization varies frcm: domain to dcmain the resultant magnetization 
can be changed frcm zero to the f u l l value of spontaneous magnetization. 
This d i r e c t i o n of spontaneous magnetization i s not constant within the 
material but varies between di f f e r e n t domains. The domains i n most 
substances are seen t o be magnetized i n one or more of a small.number 
of directions called easy di r e c t i o n i n -which there is a strong tendency 
f o r the i n t r i n s i c magnetization to l i e . The :region in which the t r a n s i -
t i o n from one d i r e c t i o n t o the other occurs i s called the domain wall. 
V- • . . . -2 -5 
Domains vaiy i n size but t y p i c a l dimensions l i e between 10' and 10 cm. 
Application of a magnetiq f i e l d t o a ferromagnetic material, w i l l 
a f f e c t the domains as suggested by. Beckep (1939)» In a -weak applied 
f i e l d the volume of domains -which are favourably oriented with respect to 
the f i e l d w i l l increase a t the expense of unfavourably orien-bed domains. 
This process takes place by means of domain boundary displaconents, while 
i n a strong f i e l d the volume of the domains increases by means of the 
rot a t i o n of the direction of magnetization to-wards the direction of the 
f i e l d . The f i r s t direct observation of domains was made by B i t t e r 
(1931) and independently by Van Hamos and Thiessen (1932), using a 
c o l l o i d a l suspension of small magnetic particles to make the boundary 
•walls v i s i b l e . This technique la-ter became kno-wn as the B i t t e r 
technique. However, B i t t e r was unable t o provide a direct relationship 
between the pattern observed on the surface and the internal structure 
for two reasons, f i r s t l y mechanical polishing has produced too great a 
s t r a i n on the surface of the specimen and secondly, because of -their 
large size, the magnetic particles used -were not suff i c i e n t l y responsive 
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to the stray f i e l d s at tl^e .gurface. T|ie f i r s t acceT)table theoretical 
explanation of domain ?tructvp:e was proposed by Landau and L i f s h i t z 
(1955 )• Working oij the assumption "that a fejircmagnetip body with a 
. 4^rge, number of domains i s a system of m^ J^ rN^  energy, they calculated 
the d i f f e r e n t energy terms which w i l l contribute to the t o t a l energy of 
•ftie system an,d, f r q n "vAiich a minimum.energy value may be obtained, 
Fpll9wing tihe thepretical studies of Landau and L i f s h i t z , Elmore (1958) 
ccmducted. the f i r s t experiments t o observe clear detain patterns. By 
electrqpolishing a cpobalt specimen he eliminated the s t r a i n previously 
re saluting frcm: mechanical pplishlpig and thus .observed tfc^ e true domain 
structure of cobalt- This structure could be clearly distinguished 
from the pattern observed on the mechanically polii^hed surface. 
1.5 Magnetization curye 
An important characteristic, of any m^pe'tiQ material i s i t s magnet-
iza t i o n curve -vdien an increasing f i e l d is applied to aji i n i t i a l l y 
demagnetized specimen. The curve obtained is sho\p i n figure 1.2. 
This behaviour of spontaneous mag^ietization with the applied f i e l d may-
be ,interprete(^ i n terms of domain wall moveneiit* ^ a narrow rangp of 
magoistization sta r t i n g frcm the d^a^g-^iz^d state ( l = 0, H = O) the 
size of the detain, -which is oriented nearest to the direction of the 
applied f i e l d , w i l l increase by Remain v&ll motion an,d the magnetization 
-will increase. At t h i s stage the change i n wall position- is reversible 
( i n i t i a l permeability rangq). I f the magnetic f i e l d i s increased beyond 
•the i n i t i a l peiroeab i l i t y range the intensity of magnetization w i l l 
iicrease rapidly u n t i l the domain growth i s complete. This range i s 
achieved, mainly by irr e v e r s i b l e displacement of domain walls from one 
stable posi t i o n to another. When an external f i e l d of s u f f i c i e n t 
magni"tude has been applied and the dcmain g2?owth i s completed, thus 
forming a material of a single domain, a further magnetization, increase 
"takgs pla,(;e slowly by the ro-fcation of "the magnetic moment , i n the 
dir^ctlor;i of the applied f i e l d . The ferrcmagnetic materials show 
hysteresis, i n that ;lf the mag];ie1;;izing f i e l d i s reduced to zero, the 
t o t a l magnetization i n the d i r e c t i o n of -^ he f i e l d s t i l l has a f i n i t e 
value. That i s to say, the domain d i s t r i b u t i o n has not returned to 
i t s o r i g i n a l state. Tlie area enclosed by the hysteresis loop i s approx-
imately, given by the prodwct ,of tl^ie iS9.turation induction B;s times 
coercive force, tfiat i s , the energy dissipa,ted on going once around a 
hysteresis loop, This, i s one O^  "the major ^ossgs i n magnetic materials 
BJid is believed to be due to energy dissipated.by. irreversible domain 
-wall motions. I h i s hysteresis loss i s controlled.principally by 
c o n t r o l l i n g impurities singe impurities tend to pin domain walls. 
Reducing the number of impurities reduces the energy needed to morve the 
-walls.-whioh i n t u r n reduces the-losses. In order to understand the r e a l 
. character of a magnetization curve, i t i s necessaiy t o know the d i s t r i -
b u t i o n of dii;-ectlo)is of domain magnetization at each point on the curve. 
I t should also be recognised that the d i s t r i b u t i o n of domain magnetization 
is quite d i f f e r e n t from, the demagnetized state and the point of zero 
magnetization at the coercive force, though both states have equally 
1 = 0 . 
l»k Contributionsto the Free Energy of a Magnetic System 
The energy contributions t o the systan i n a stress free state and 
w i t h no applied external fiel,d are: exchange energy, magnetocrystalline 
anisotropy energy, wall energy, magnetostatic energy and magnetostrictive 
energy. 
l.k^l Exchan^ Energy 
In the case of a ferromagnetic material -^jhere the fundamental 
moments are ci.ae to electron spin alone i t is reasonable to consider 
only i n t e r a c t i o n between the electron spin of a given atom and that of 
i t s nearest nei^Jibours. The force involved is of s u f f i c i e n t l y short 
range t o make t h i s approximation adequate f o r the purpose of calculating 
the exchange energy, between two atoms, i , j 
E = - 2J S^  Z qos ^  o (1.1) 
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-vAiere J i s the exchange in t e g r a l -v*iich may tsk-^ either positive or 
negative sign depending on -tiie spin alignment ( p a r a l l e l or a n t i -
p a r a l l e l ) , <l> . . i s the angle between the direction of the spin 
mcmentum vector of . atoms i and j, S i s the t o t a l spin momentum per 
atom.. Because the exchange energr has a minimim value -when • i s 
?ero i t can be assumed that the exchange energy i n the domains i s the 
zero l e v e l , therefore only the excess i n the walls need be, considered* 
I f -we assume that * « 1 then the exchange energy varies with the 
V 
angle between spins reducing t o 
A E = J 0^ «,...».. (1,2) 
ex ^ 
In order to calculate the "exchange energy, density i t i s necessary t o 
estimate the energy exchange copstant 
A = ^ (1.3) 
•where a i s the " l a t t i c e p a r ^ e t e r . Estimating the value of A i s very 
Tiseful since i t enters into the theoretical expressions f o r both the 
width and energr of a domain boundary. 
I.lu2 
Magnetocrystalline Anisotropy 
I n t r e a t i n g the exchange energy the cr y s t a l i s considered to be 
isotropic, that i s the exchange enerQr does not depend on the 
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coordinates of the system. However tjie experlaiental magnetization 
curves i n a single c r y s t a l show that i n certain directions, (easy 
directions) only a very small f i e l d i? reauired to induce a given mag-
netization whereas a much larger f iej-d i s needed to induce the same 
value of magnetization along the hard (^irectioru Thus the magnetization 
tends t o l i e along certain crystallogii^phic axes. I t therefore becqnes 
clear t h a t the magnetic properties of the c r y s t a l are anisotropic and 
that the magnetic energy of the system w i l l be dependent upon the 
d i r e c t i o n of xthe magnetization vector r e l a t i v e to the crystal axes. 
This g f f e c t is known as magnetoerystalline anisotropy. When magiietization 
V i t h i n the dcmains l i e s p a r a l l e l to the eagy direction the m^gneto-
c j y s t a l l i n e enersr w i l l be minimum. 
. The anisotropy energy density S-^^ i n hexagonal crystals may be 
ejqpressed by a power series expansion of the fprm:-
Y' \ s i n ^ 9 .....(1.U) 
-n 
where i s an anisotrcpy constant independent of 9, ttjei'ailgLe-between 
the magnetization vector and the C-axis. - Usually the f i r s t three ierms 
of the expansion are s u f f i c i e n t to represent the actual a^isptropy 
energy; h i ^ e r powers are negligible i n the case of cobalt, so 
Ej^(9) = + Sin^ 9 + IC^  s i n ^ 9 ..(1.5) 
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'ffie anisotropy cons^tants of ferromagnetic ma^terials are strongly 
tenipera^ture dependent. The angle 6 does --not. specify ccanpletely the 
dir e c t i o n of the magnetization i n -the .crystal, t h i s is also dependent 
on the azimuthal angle • about the c-axis. No term i n "I* appears 
i n -the eners'' expression i n iX^ k) but nsypnetiy shows'that the lowest 
term i n which * w i l l be involved •will be a term of sixth order so 
that, 
Ej^(e,'t) ) = + s i n ^ + Kg sin^e + sin^e + 
sin^9 cos 6* + (1,6) 
I f the l a s t term i s ^ 1 1 qcmpe^red wi-th the preceeding term i t w i l l 
merely introduce a s l i g h t six f o l d undulation i n the anisotropy 
energy surface i n the region of the basal plane. A knowledge of the . 
•values of the anisotropy constants and their ten5)erature varia^tion 
i s yeiy important f o r the quantative and qualitative trea^tanent of 
domain structure. 
l,h.^ The Wall Energy 
Blocji (1932) •was the f i r s t t o investigate the nature of "bhe 
t r a n s i t i o n layer •which separates adjacent domains magnetized i n 
d i f f e r e n t directions. The change i n the direction ...of magnetization 
from one domain to the next does no^ b occur abruptly over one l a t t i c e 
spacing since t h i s would .involve an extronely high value of the exchange 
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energy. Instead the change w i l l take place i n a gradual -way over many 
atcmic planes. The exchange energy f o r a gradual change is less than 
that f o r an abrupt one by a factor ^ , -where N i s the number Of equal 
steps over -which the change occurs, also, t h i s may readily be shown by 
the application cf equation (1.2). . Therefore i t can be said that the 
coupling energy of the .bounda^ sepa^^tw the two. domains i s 
inversely proportional t o i t s thickness. This does not however mean 
. that the case N -* » wpuil-d noimally. be reached \&ien the domain wall 
could occupy the \*iole. c r y s t a l . On the other hand,, the rotation of 
the spins i n the -wall causes.many to l i e i n direcTbions di f f e r e n t frcm 
the eagy di r e c t i o n thus producing an increase 'in magnetocrystalline 
anisotropy energy and t h i s w i l l l i m i t the width of the v a i l . An 
e q u i l i b r i i M spin-arrang^ent w i l l be reached,-when the sum of the ejiphange 
and.anisotropy energy is a minimum and t h i s may be shown to occur 
vhea, the exchange energr i s equal t p the anisptropy energy. Therefore 
the domain -wall must have a, f i n i t e wid,th. The r o t a t i o n of the spin 
across the -wall .is i n such a way that the magnetization always l i e s 
p a r a l l e l t o the plane of the -wall, thus there i s no. divergence of the 
magnetization across the -wall and no associated magnetostatic energy. 
The condition that there should be np magnetostatic energy, associated 
with the -wall i n a c r y s t a l with one easy direction implies that.the 
only -walls.-which w i l l form are 180*^  walls. I f the wall makes an angle 
Ik 
with the i n i t i a l position ^here w i l l be a resul-ting magnetostatic 
energy. • So the energy contribution to the domain •wall energy of 
ferromagnetic ciystals are anisotropy. and exchange energy 
A detailed calculation of w a l l energy, and wall width, have been given 
by L i l l e y (1950) Stoner (1950) and ChikAzumi ( 1964). Hie above 
discussion i s f o r bulk material while i n a t h i n f i l m the case i s 
d i f f e r e n t . Below a certain c r i t i c a l thickness -fche Bloch wall is 
unfavourable and a Neel wall forms^Neel (1955). This type of wall has 
the r o t a t i o n of the spin normal to the plane of the wall, that i s the 
magnetization i n the wall rotates from one domain to -the next without 
leaving the plane of the fi l m , , but f o r thicker films the interaction 
between the strips of free poles foimed a-b intersections of the -wall 
with the specimen surface w i l l contribute to the -wall enerQr. 
r Magnetostatic Energy 
Free poles on. the surface of the ferromagnetic crystal make i t 
necessary to consider the magnetostatic energy i n the calculation of 
the size of magnetic domains. This energy is due to the coulomb 
interaction between magnetic free poles. That i s , the magnetostatic , 
enerQT i s the energy of a magnetic vector i n i t s -o-wn f i e l d .-vdien. there 
i s no external applied f i e l d . Uais energy i s given by 
E^ = ^ " l - H dv (1.7) 
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^ e r e I i s the magnetization and H i s the f i e l d acting on the dcmain, 
the integration-being over the t o t a l vol-ume of the specimen. The 
energy i s al^ways proportional to the width of -the domains. 
Kit-tel (19^9) produced an important evaluation of the magneto-
S'tatlc energy of a c r y s t a l being divided into many domain sheets 
each magnetized i n opposite directions. For a system of strips of 
alternate p o l a r i t y and each of width D, 
E = 0.852 I^D 
m ^ 
per u n i t area of the surface. I f bo^th sides of specimen, are considered 
E^= 1.7 A (1.8) 
Williams Bozorth and Shockley (19^9) and K i t t e l {I9k9) showed that the 
magnetization of the domains is not f i x e d on the surface along the 
ea^y d i r e c t i o n of the cry s t a l but may be rotated a^ way from i t giving an 
•X-
e f f e c t i v e permeability | i . The free poles on the surface produce 
-this e f f e c t and. consequently, the magnetostatic energy of- the system w i l l 
Ipe changed. From, the r o t a t i o n of -the magnetization w i l l result t-wo 
components, one p a r a l l e l to the e a ^ direction -vdiich -will be assumed 
unchanged. The other component perpendicular to t h e easy direction 
i s proportional t o the d^iagnetizing f i e l d . Uie \i value has been 
calculated t o be 
= 1 + K* (1.9) 
V * 2rtl^ -ftfliere paji^meter k. = ^ 
K • 
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•where I i s the satuz'ation magnetization and K an anisotropy constant. 
s 
Fox and Tebble (1958, 1959) have shown that the energy associated with 
free poles a t the surface of the specimen ,is reduced i n a uniaxial 
crystal by a factor 
2 j l + ' ( l + K * ) ^ | ' ^ = 2 |n. 
so the value of magnetostatic energy -will be 
E = 1.7 I ^ D ^ „ (I.IO) 
1 + V t i 
I n material with lii^ K and Icfw 1 , \i - 1 and the magnetization a t the 
s S ' 
surface would not be deviated. 
1. 5• • Magnetostriction and Magnetoelastic Energy 
Becker et a l (1939) developed the theoiy cf magnetostrictive 
energy by minimising the t o t a l energy of the c i y s t a l and i t -was found 
to' be proportional to 7\ a. Where 7^ i s magnetostriction coefficient, 
s s 
a stress either applied, or int e r n a l . Thus applying a stress a to a 
c r y s t a l w i l l produce a p r e f e r e n t i a l d i r e c t i o n of magnetization. The 
.magnetoelastic anisotropy energy introduced may bring about a -re-
orientation of domains, f o r an isotropic specimen the energy could be 
represented by 
E = - I X a cos^ a ( l . l l ) 
-where CC i s the angle between the stress direction and the magnetization, 
f o r small a, the t o t a l anisotropy energy w i l l be 5 2 
That i s the extra energy produced by an external factor may be added 
K + l X o = K + K (1.12) 
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to the .magnetocrystalline anisotropy. The value of Xs f o r cobalt i s 
As = - 50 X 10"^. 
The magnetostrictive energy i s dependent upon the orientation, of the 
specimen, the temperature and also the applied f i e l d . I t i s found -that 
generally the magnetostrictive energy deci-eases with increasing 
temperature. 
1.5 Dcmain Structure 
The- domain structure i n a ferromagnetic body is not a constant 
a t t r i b u t e of b-ulk material but i s a function of dimensions, and the 
o r i e n t a t i o n of the boundary surface of the crystals as well as of the 
state of s t r a i n and of -tiie magnetic f i e l d intensity. The most important 
factor i s probably the demagnetizing f i e l d arising at the boundary of 
the specimen. The formation of domains reduces -the magnetostatic energy 
associated with t h i s f i e l d . Domain boundaries form- and they l i e i n 
planes -which correspond to minima i n the boundary energy. In order to 
reduce the magnetostatic energy associated -with a boundary there i s 
^ n e r a l l y continuity of -the component of magnetization normal to the 
plane of the boundary. In a unia x i a l c r y s t a l -vAiere the c-axis i s 
the easy direc t i o n of magnetization boundary generally 
con-tain the c-axis. Possible domain configurations have been suggested 
•by many workers. For uniaxial crystals these include the folio-wing. 
(a) C - o x l s (b) 
t 
(0 
^ ^ ^ ^ 
(d) 
F i G . 1.3 Domain structure of uniaxial s ingle c r y s t a l , 
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1.5«1 Landau and. L i f shitz Model 
A structure -which i s found when a l a r ^ demagQetizing f i e l d arises 
as a consequence of the f r ee pole on the basal planeo Landau and 
L i f shi tz proposed the growth of closure structures i n -which the 
magnetization i s directed along a hard d i rec t ion and -which w i l l have 
a magnetociystalline anisotrcpy energy -which i s proport ional to t h e i r 
volume F ig . ( l . Ja) , the extra magnetociystalline energr per u n i t 
volume of specimen i n the closure domains can be reduced by reducing 
the dcanain spacing and -tiius reducing the volume occupied by the closure 
• domains, by t h i s means -the t o t a l area of the walls w i l l increase and 
, t h i s means that i t i s not possible to reduce the f r e e energr of the 
specimen i n d e f i n i t e l y - b y th i s means. This struc-fcure gives a t o t a l 
aiergy per uni t area 
E = 1^ ^ f (1.13) 
( i . i :U) 
the minimum, energr condit ion i s 
D 
•fchich gives the minimum energy per un i t area 
E = ^27LK o , . . . . . , o . . . . ( I . l 5 ) 
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1.5.2 K i t t e l Model 
I n mate r ia l vhere the magnetocrystalllne energy i s very large 
compared t o the magnetic energy. Closure, domains do not exist since 
these secondary structures w i l l have associated wi th them a l a r ^ 
magnetocTystalline anisotropy energy and. the structure w i l l be of 
simple p a r a l l e l l 80° wal ls with no supe i i ' i c ia l domains f i g . ( l . J b ) . 
This has beccme ;known as the K i t t e l Model. The t o t a l energy i s 
"• ^ E = f + 1.7 I ^ D . (1,16) 
Minimising t h i s leads to 
_ (1.17) 
s 
E 2 I ^ ^ 1 . 7 7 L . . . . . . ( 1 . 1 8 ) 
•vdiile i n the case of a chequer board F ig . ( l . J c ) K i t t e l (19^9') gave 
D = J - ^ ^ (1.19) 
V .53 I 
E = 21^^ .55 7L (1.20) 
f o r the c i r c u l a r pat tern F ig . ( l . J d ) 
D = r - z i ^ • (1,21) 
E « 2IgJ" .37^ 7L (1.22) 
From, t h i s i t i s clear tha t the magnetostatic energy is proport ional to 
the domain width . 
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1 . 5 0 Goodenou^- Model 
The :Structures i n Figo ( l . 3^) w i l l have a large demagnetizing f i e l d ; 
sd Goodenough (1956) proposed the structure sho-wn in Pig. ( l . J f i ) i n 
-which the magnetostatic energy decreases without the creation of clos-ure 
structures and without increasing the -wall energy appreciably. L i f ^ i - t s 
{l9kk) has also proposed a struc-fcure of a more complicated nature f o r 
a -uniaxial c ry s t a l as sho-wn i n Fig . ( l . J f ) « He also showed that under 
cer ta in conditions, -this arrangement has lo-wer energy than that of the 
simple closure s t ructure. . The calculat ionof .magnetos-tatic energy f o r 
such a structure i s veiy complicated, but Takata (1962), assuming that 
the region of reverse magnetization has a square base, calculated the 
.magnetostatic energr f o r such a pat tern and found that the minimum 
2 magnetostatic energr i s O.I86 I D i n the case of two reverse domains s 
one w i t h i n the other magnetized i n opposite direct ions (double reverse 
demains) and Oo285 I - D f o r siagle reverse domains. 
s 
1.5.^ 1- Kaczer Model f o r I n f i n i t e un iax ia l cylinder 
Models f o r possible domain stnictures of a un iax ia l i n f i n i t e 
cyl inder having an'easy d i rec t ion l a i d i n the basal .plane and no 
hexagonal anisotropy ha-ve been proposed by Kaczer (1962). Two possible 
structures were given; p a r t i a l l y closed f l u x F ig . (l,ka), or the 
sub-division of the cylinder in to disc-shaped dcmains ( l . 4 b ) , p a r a l l e l 
t o -the basal plane. The magnetization i n each disc d i f f e r s from the 
(a) (b) 
(0 (d) 
FIG 1.4 
a&b Possible domain confiqurotlons for non.vanishing 
hexogonal anisotropy, ( K a c z c r ) 
c&d Theoretical possib i l i t ies for domain st i 'uctures 
In the limit of z ero a n i sotropy energy (K i t te l ) 
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ne.ighbouring one by an angle ~ yheve ±= 2, J), S. That i s , the 
magnetization i n each of these discs l i e s along one of the s i x - f o l d 
axes i n the basal plane. The energy of the walls depends on the 
angle "t^ between the d i r ec t ion of magnetization i n ne i^bour ing domains. 
I t was found that the cylinder radius is the fac tor which decides \diich 
of these two types of structure w i l l ex i s t . For large r a d i i the disc 
stiTictiire i s formed -vAiile below a cer ta in c r i t i c a l radius the p a r t i a l l y 
closed f l u x configurat ion is mare stable. 
1.5.5 Domain Model f o r Vanishing E^ ^ and E^.. 
I n a special case T*.ere the anisotrcpy and the magnetostriction 
are both zero, K i t t e l proposed two possible domain structures Fig, (l.i»,c,d), 
each domain occupies a large par t of the vo lme of l i i e c ry s t a l . This 
case w i H be found when the Bloch w a l l thickness becomes ccmparable 
wi th c r y s t a l dimensions. 
I t may be concluded that the minimizing of the demagnetizing f i e l d 
of the specimen as a i t io le i s s a t i s f i e d by the- d iv i s ion of the specimen 
into domains. The reduction of f r ee energy brought• about by th is 
2 
d i v i s i o n is vely. large and of the order of -g- N I where N here is the 
demagnetizing coe f f i c i en t -vAiich depends upon, the shape of the specimen. 
The value of N, f o r d i f f e r e n t shaped specimens has been tabulated by 
Osbom (1945) and Brown (1962). 
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1.6 'Domain Observation 
The two most -widely used, techniques i n observing and studying the 
nagnetic domain structure i n ferromagnetic bulk mater ia l are the B i t t e r 
tec±inique and. the Kerr magneto-optical e f f ec t . The B i t t e r technique 
simply involves placing a drop of magnetic c o l l o i d on a highly 
polished s-train f ree surface. The small magnetic pa r t i c les are then 
a t t r ac t ed t o the regions -where the. stray f i e l d i s strong. The stray 
f i e l d s are mositfer present at the intersect ion of -the Bloch -wall -with 
the surface so that observations of the surface through a Mcroscope 
show up. the domain' boundaries i n the surface as dar-k l ines . The 
d.irection of magnetization i n a given domain may be determined by 
. means of a veiy f i n e scratch produced on, the surface of the specimen. 
I f the scratch i s normal to the magnetiza,tion d i rec t ion i t gives r ise 
t o a s-fcray l o c a l f i e l d and th i s - w i l l co l lec t the magnetic par t ic les • 
Should the pa r t i c l e s be polar ised by an applied or stray magnetic f i e l d 
they w i l l be col lec ted by seme parts of the scratch and repelled by 
others. I f , ho-wever, i t i s p a r a l l e l -fco the magnetization the scratch 
w i l l not a t t r a c t the small pa r t i c l e s i n -the c o l l o i d . The c o l l o i d 
technique gives a.pic-fcure of dcmains i n two dimensions. :By choosing, a 
proper surface wi th the smallest number of easy direct ions of magnetiza-
t i o n i t , is. possible to b u i l d up a model i n thi-ee dimensions from -the 
airface patterns. Hie powder technique has some l im i t a t i ons . The 
c o l l o i d may s ta in the surface i f l e f t on i t f o r some time and -this, makes 
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i t d i f f i c u l t to re-examine the pattern on th is surface without fu r the r 
polishing. This l imi ta t ion-may be overcome by using a c o l l o i d suspension 
w i t h celacol (sodium, carbox^-inethylf- ce l lu lose) . Craik (1956) used 
t h i s technique, al lowing the f i l m to diy on the surface and removing 
i t from the specimen surface, the f i l m , could be examined e i ther on an 
op t ica l microscope or an electron microscope f o r high magnification. 
This method has a l i m i t a t i o n of i t s . own. I f i t i s desired to study 
the w a l l movements i t is impossible to use the strippable c o l l o i d 
technique. Another l i m i t a t i o n of the c o l l o i d technique i s that when 
materials wi th low anisotropy (which have a wide danain wa l l and hence 
low stray f i e l d s ) are to be examined, the s t ray fields-^are too low 
, t o a t t r a c t the c o l l o i d pa r t i c l e s . The bo i l ing , and freezing points of 
the suspending, medium, impose yet another l i m i t a t i o n . 
Another method, which is used widely is the Kerr magneto-optical 
e f f e c t technique. This makes use of the ro ta t ion of the plane of 
po la r i za t ion of a plane polar ized beam of l i g h t upon r e f l e c t i o n frcm a 
f errcmagnetic surface. This ro t a t ion is dependent upon the d i rec t ion 
of magnetization on the surface, so that two dona ins magnetized i n 
d i f f e r e n t d i rect ions produce rota t ions -fchich d i f f e r i n d i rec t ion and 
magnitude, thus producing a contrast i f the siurface i s viewed through 
suitably oriented analyser. We therefore see domains rather than domain 
boundaries as i n the case of B i t t e r technique. There are again 
d i f f i c u l t i e s involved in .using t h i s technique, the differences i n ' r o t a t i o n 
2k 
.• between two dcmains magnetized in- d i f f e r e n t direct ions are veiy small. 
For a surface -with an easy d i rec t ion p a r a l l e l to i t the- ro t a t ion is of 
-ftie order of 5 A l l the bulk specimens to be studied must be treated 
• by e lec t ro-po l i sh ing , however small i r r e g u l a r i t i e s and. the presence of 
inclusions w i l l produce a large amount of surface noise. Fowler and 
Fryer (195^) used a photographic technique to eliminate t h i s noise. 
They superimposed the pos i t ive of a photograph, of the saturated specimen 
(-^ daere there i s no domain structure- present) upon a negative -which 
includes the domain structure and a p r i n t -was then made from, the 
combined pa i r . Since c iys ta l s of the rare earth metals usually include 
a., large apiount o£ oxide and other impur i t ies , t h i s technique i s 
d i f f i c u l t t o apply to these materials a t the present time. The blcming 
process f i r s t suggested by Kranz- (195^) showed that -when the specimen 
. surface i s coated -with, layers of transparent d i e l ec t r i c the Kerr 
r o t a t i on - w i l l increase and t h i s - w i l l improve the contrast. This method 
of studying the domain s-fcructure i s very use fu l i n obsenring the domain 
w a l l movanents and also there i s no fundamental l i m i t a t i o n , t o the 
temperature a t -viiich i t may be employed. Material with low magneto-
crys ta l l ine anisotropy may be studied by th i s technique. 
0-ther techniques of Investigating, domain structures are a-valiable. 
The Faraday e f f e c t may be used -with a very t h i n specimen, t h i n enough 
, t o al low the transmission of l i g h t t h r o u ^ i t . The specimen thickness 
-5 -3 
should be about 10 cm f o r metal f i l m s , 10 cm f o r f e r r i t e s and 10 cm 
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f o r garnets. H a l l et a l . (1959) and Tebble (1965) have used Lorentz 
electron microscopy. This technique has the advantage of producing a 
high contrast . The specimen should be veiy t h i n t o be studied by 
t h i s method. Mayer (1967) used a mirror electron microscope. The 
e lect ron beam i s def lec ted at the surface of the ferrcsnagnetic sample 
and in te rac t ion wi th the magnetic f i e l d s associated, wi th the surface 
pole d i s t r i b u t i o n causes a chaxige i n 12ie t r a j ec to r i e s of the electrons. 
As a . resu l t the pat tern could be observed on a screen, the specimen 
surface acting, as an electron op t i ca l mir ror . Comprehensive surveys 
cf methods of studying domain patterns are to be found i n Carey and 
Isaac (1966), Craik and Itebble (1965), SubJL (1968) and Chikazumi (1964). 
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CHAPTER 2 
E X P E R I M E i m L TECHNIQUES 
2.1 - Specimens 
2 .1 .1 Cobalt single c rys ta l 
A large piece cf ingot was supplied by Professor L. F. Bates and 
was stated t o have a high coerc iv i ty . A. single c rys ta l was cut from t l j i s 
ingo t using a f i n e thread-l ike saw blade, the f i n a l shape of the c iys t a l 
being, rectangular with, dimensions of 0 . x 1.05 x 0.29 cm, lEe h i ^ 
coerc iy i ty might be due to inclusions present i n the specimen. Ihe 
large surface was a basal plane. 
2.1.2 . Gadolinium single c iys t a l s 
A single c rys t a l of Gadolinium of 99.9^ p u r i t y and measuring 
0.'5x 3 X 2 mm wi th a large <1120 surface was obtained from Metals 
Research Limited. This percentage of puoj-ity i s related to the presence 
of other rare earth metals and not the oxide content, i n f a c t a large 
amount of the oxide impurity was present i n the specimen. I t was found 
t o be d i s t r i b u t e d a l l over i n a random manner. I n an attempt to produce 
a specimen of lower oxid,e content a technique of so l i d state e lec t ro lys is 
as described by Spedding and Daaxie (1961) was used on a rod of 
Gadolinium metal. I n the work of Spedding and Daane an e lec t r i c ctirrent 
was passed through a rod of y t t r i u m maintained at a temperature jus t 
below i t s melting, point i n vacuum. A large proportion of the fo re ign 
o 
P i g . 9.1. ( a ,b) Gadolinium surface before and a f t e r e l e c t r o l y s i s 
treatment. 
c - surface s t ruc ture produced on Gadolinium a f t e r 
mechanical p o l i s h i n g . 
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ions w i t h i n a metal, l a t t i c e migrated tovard.the anode \4iich was water 
cooled. I n the present work the technique was applied to Gadolinium 
by Metals Research Limited. This resulted i n three samples of Gadolinium 
metal one of which was i n excellent condit ion. Even i n th is however, 
the oxide and non meta l l i c impurity had not ccrapletely moved towai^ 
the anode,, but had aggregated wi th in the metal as star shaped pla te le ts 
w i th the c-axis nomal t o the plane. Although idea l ly a ccmpletely 
oxide-free specimen would have been preferable the presence of these 
p la te l e t s was found to be use fu l f o r observing the growth of daggers 
o f reverse magnetization along inclusions as i n the case of other 
ferranagnetic materials . Figure 2.1a and b show basal plane surfaces 
of two specimens before and a f t e r e lec t ro lys i s treatment. The e f f e c t 
of the random spacing of these p la t e l e t s , as w i l l be seen la ter , , i s to 
separate the Gadolinium metal i n t o a set cf f i l m s of d i f f e r e n t 
•foicknesses. The specimen supplied was a single crys ta l disc of h<,91 mm 
diameter and .2.23 mm thickness. . The surface of the disc was a basal 
plane and two more surfaces were cut a t r i ^ . t angles to each other. 
This was done by mounting the specimen f i r s t and, a f t e r determining the 
d i rec t ion , of the main axes by means of an X-ray back r e f l e c t i o n technique, 
grinding the specimen to the required or ien ta t ion . 
2.1.3 Terbiimi single c rys t a l 
A small specimen was cut from a large piece of ingot 99«9^ p u r i t y 
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r e l a t i ve to the presence of other rare earth metals. . A f t e r examination 
i t -was found that a large amount of inclusion -was present, i t -was not 
possible t o obtain any resul t s on such a specimen. A fu r the r single 
c i y s t a l of Terbium -was supplied by Metals Research Limited. . This had 
been cut from a rod which had been . .pur i f ied by the method of so l id state 
e l ec t ro lys i s , but here the impuri t ies aggregated i n a large mass and 
, d id not form p la te l e t s as i n the case of Gadolinium. The specimen -was 
i n the form of a cube wi th dimensions of .257 X . .302 x .242 cm. The 
large surface was a- basal plane. 
2.2.• Preparation of the Specimens 
Observation of domain structures requires a surface with a high 
po l i sh and no s t r a in . . F i r s t the "specimen -was mounted, the material 
being c a r e f u l l y chosen since some mounting mater ia l could produce a h i ^ 
compression, during s o l i d i f i c a t i o n -which i n tu rn produces a s t ra in i n the 
sample especially f o r the rare earth metals -which are comparatively so f t . 
Mounting p l a s t i c po-wder N.H.P. 2031/19 mixed with, l i q u i d N.H.P. iQkh 
and a,dded to i t a few drops of hardening addi t ive N.H.P. 125 'was t r i e d 
( th i s -was supplied 'py Nor-th H i l l Plast ic Limited, London N. I 6 ) . This 
mounting: mater ia l produced a h i ^ taupe ra t ure of about 355°K resul t ing 
from the chaulcal in te rac t ion of the l i q u i d -with the p6wder. . The mount 
- w i l l set i n a few minutes forming a very s o l i d block -vAiich i s hard to 
brealc and thus permit removal of the specimen f o r the purpose of studying 
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the domain structure at low or h i ^ . temperature. I t was also found that 
t h i s mount produces a s t r a in i n the specimen. This was very inconvenient 
i n t h i s work, so choosing another mountuig was therefore necessary 
before f u r t h e r work takes place. A cold mount Ceemar Resin FR 262 
mixed w i t h a I'ew drops of accelerator FR 2^2 and hardener FR 228, 
supplied by Ciba ,(A.R.L.) Limited, Duxford, Cambridge, gave excellent 
r e su l t s , but one disadvantage of t h i s mount i s that i t needs about 
2k hours to .set at a teniperature of 290°K. I t i s very easy to remove 
the specimen by cu t t ing and breaking the edges cf the mounting mater ial . 
. A f t e r the specimen has been set, a conventional method of .mechanical 
pol ishing, was carr ied out by using, successively f i n e r grades of emery 
• paper (o/O,- 2/0, 3/0; and V^) fol lowed by diamond paste on a ro ta t ing 
viieel w i t h grades 6, 3 and ^ pm» Throu^out the process dry kerosene 
was. used as a lubr ican t . Between every stage the specimen was ca re fu l ly 
washed w i t h absolute alcohol to prevent the carrying on of par t ic les 
of abrasive from the previous stage. I n the case of Gadolinium and 
Terbium, care must be taken during t h i s process, a high pressure should 
not be used otherwise heavy scratches and surface structure l i k e those 
shown i n Figure 2 . Ic w i l l be produced. At t h i s stage the specimen 
;surface was mirror l i k e but had associated wi th i t a high s t r a in , 
induced as a r e su l t of mechanical pol ishing. To remove the s t r a i n and 
the scra,tches and also the secondary e f f e c t s which appeared on the 
surface of Gadolinium and Terbium and t o get a work-free surface a 
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technique of e lectropol ishing -was used f o r Cobalt and a ciiemical 
pol i sh ing f o r Gadolinium and Terbiimi. 
"j 
Cobalt was e l e c t r o l y t i c a l l y polished i n a solution consisting of 
23^ perchloric acid and 77^ g l c i a l acetic acid. A voltage of 2k 
v o l t s D. C. -was used between the specimen anode and stainless steel 
cathode. Care must be taken -vdien using th i s c e l l , the solut ion must be 
surrounded by ice to keep the temperature of the solut ion under 500°K. 
The e l ec t ro ly t e -was placed i n a beaker equipped -with a magnetic s t i r r e r , 
t h i s process resul ted i n a h ighly smooth and s t ra in - f ree surface. I n 
po l i sh ing Gadolinium and Terbium the technique of chemical pol ishing 
-was adopted" I n order to obtain a s t ra in- f ree surface the specimen 
may e i the r be annealed at temperatures of about 680°K i n a very h i ^ 
vacuum, be t te r than 10~^ t o r r , or using a continuous f l ow of pure argon. 
The l a t t e r technique -was not preferred since i t -was a very long process 
and since Gadolinium and Terbium are veiy active at high temperature. 
I n the case of vacuum f a i l u r e these metals - w i l l easi ly oxidize, "therefore 
the technique of chemical pol i sh ing suggested by Roman (1965) -was 
adopted, using, a solut ion containin.g the f o l l o w i n g : -
20 m l . . l a c t i c acid 
5 ml . phospheric ac id 
10 ml . acetic .acid 
15 ml . n i t r i c ac id 
1 ml . sulphuric acid* 
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Water should not enter th i s so lu t ion during the preparation or i n 
subsequent -use. Polishing was. done by using a cotton swab soaked i n 
the so lu t ion and moved gently over the surface of the specimen. This 
was. car r ied out f o r a few seconds a f t e r which the specimen was rinsed 
c a r e f u l l y with e thy l alcohol and dr ied i n a stream of warm a i r . I t 
was then examined under a microscope and the process repeated u n t i l a 
satisfactory, surface was obtained. This solut ion could be stored f o r 
a long time. For safety i t should be kep;^,in an open container i n a 
dust f r e e atmosphere and at a tanpera'ture of about 290°K. A very low 
temperature w i l l c rys ta l ize the l a c t i c acid and at a h i ^ e r temperature 
react ion w i l l take place and n i t r i c ac id w i l l . decompose from which 
n i t r i c oxide w i l l be l i be ra t ed . At t h i s stage the solution shoxold not 
be used since i t w i l l damage the surface \diich w i l l then need repolishing 
using emery paper to remove the defects on the surface. 
2. 3 ^ Apparatus 
The conventiorjal method of studying domain structure on the surface 
of bulk specimens, r e l i e s on the f i e l d irihomogeneity a t the domain 
boundaries a t t r a c t i n g small ferromagnetic pa r t i c l e s , the boundaries 
are decorated by the small pa r t i c l e s -fctoich may be observed by an op t ica l 
microscope. I n t h i s case the danain walls rather than domains themselves, 
w i l l be observed, but by applying a small f i e l d perpendicular to the 
surface under examination the small par t ic les w i l l . b e polarized and these 
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i n t u rn w i l l deposit p re fe ren t ia l ly , on domains magnetized i n direct ions 
.such that the f r ee surface has a suitable p o l a r i t y . . This technique 
o r i g i n a l l y due t o F. B i t t e r , has been applied. to the study of domains i n 
a wide range of magnetic materials . 
The B i t t e r technique cannot be applied at veiy. h i ^ or veiy low 
temperatures. A diy c o l l o i d technique has been described by Hutchinson 
et a l . (1965) and t h i s has been applied i n . the present work. Small 
ferrcmagnetic pa r t i c l e s are deposited on the surface i n the presence of 
an i n e r t ^ s a t low pressure. The apparatus used f o r production of the 
small ferrcmagnetic pa r t i c l e s i s shown i n Figure 2.2 and consists of a 
-3 
vacuum,pump capable of producing 10 t o r r i n a. b e l l Jar. , Two vacuum-
t i ^ t electrodes are attached to jbhe top of the j a r and these supply 
the power t o the heating, source f o r the purpose of evaporating i ron 
or cobalt . The heatizig source i s of tungsten wire: of diameter O.5 mm 
in. the form of a "V" i n order to minimize the area of contact between 
th i s and an i ron wire of .02 mm diameter, and so reduce the a l loy ing 
of the two metals. I ron was used th rou^out the escperiment rather than 
, cobalt wire since the l a t t e r easi ly a l loys wi th the tungsten. The high 
current supply consists of a variable transformer connected to a large 
t ransf onaer of an input up to 2hO v o l t s and output of 13O amperes at 
2 v o l t s . I t was found i n t h i s case that a current of 80 amperes and I.5 
v o l t s gave the best resu l t s . The current was applied .slowly to the 
heating source to ensure the complete melting of the i ron wire forming 
1^  • 
a small bead which then slowly evaporated. Hie evaporation takes place 
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i n Helium a t a pressure of 0.2 t o r r ; i t i s usefiol to f l u s h the system 
'i 
w i t h high p u r i t y helium before s t a r t i ng the evaporation of i ron . 
Within the b e l l j a r the specimen -was placed on a- large brass block 
•vAiich has cavity f o r cooling purposes, the block was of c y l i n d r i c a l 
shape wi th a diameter 5. cm and main axis cf 6«5 cm. I t was made large 
to maintain f a i r l y constant temperature and cooled by nitrogen gas 
jassing f i r s t through a copper s p i r a l tube -immersed in . l i q u i d nitrogen 
or ice. I n order t o insulate the cooling block f rcm the rest of the 
apparatus i t was placed on a formica disc. To maintain the vacuum 
w i t h i n the system the formica disc has an "0" r ing.adjacent to each 
surface the one nearest to the brass block is smaller than that on the 
other side a£ the formica, th i s was necessaiy to prevent leakage to the 
vacuum, system t h r o u ^ the screw, •rfiich attaches the formica to the 
brass block. The temperature was.measured using a constantan copper 
themo couple. A spec i f ic temperature was obtained by con t ro l l ing the 
rate of f l o w of the cooled nitrogen gas. The i ron par t ic les produced 
i n t h i s way are about 20QA.'"^  diameter, t h i s being dependent upon the 
pressure of the helium gas a t which the evaporation, takes place, i n t h i s 
case the distance of the evaporation source to the specimen was ik cmo 
I t takes between two and f i v e minutes f o r fbe i r on par t ic les to deposit 
on the surface of the specimen. A small shield was placed under the 
evaporation f i lament as t h i s i s necessaiy to prevent a d i rec t deposit 
3 3 
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of p a r t i c l e s . I n addit ion ' large pa r t i c l e s of i r o n were sometimes emitted 
from the heater and the shie ld ensures that these cannot s t r ike the 
specimen. The shield also serves to absorb the heat radiated from the 
f i lament and stops i t from reaching the specimen. 
At a very low or high temperature such as tha t used i n the investiga-
t i o n on Cobalt, evaporation i n a b e l l j a r was not adequate since the 
temperature of the brass block w i l l be much d i f f e r e n t from tiie surround-
ings inside the j a r . This w i l l set up convection, currents which w i l l 
exert a force on the i ron pa r t i c l e s . The force i s proportional t o the 
temperature^ gradient i n , the Tsystan. To overcome th i s d i f f i c u l t y the 
cooling-block and the surroundings must be at very nearly the same 
temperature. Therefore another a-pparatus-was designed. Eetails of 
t h i s are shown i n Figure- 2.5° I h i s consists of a 78 cm long stainless 
s teel tube of diameter 6.3 cm and wal l thickness 0.05 cm., sealed to a 
brass p l a t e on -htiich res ts a perspex disc of thickness I.3 cm and which, 
i n t u rn , , rests on an "0" r i n g . Throu^ the perspex are two vacu\am-
t i g h t electrodes jo ined to -vdiich are two brass leads of diameter .^5 cm. 
The current was supplied through these to the f i lament . A copper tube 
was jo ined to the perspex disc and t h i s was i n tu rn joined to a vacuum 
. system. The disc made of perspex was very use fu l since, i t is a transparent 
mater ia l which enables- us to see throu^. and to control the amount of 
evapora.tion taking, place. The arrangonent of the power supply and the 
heating, f i lament i s as described before. The specimen was placed, on a 
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brass rod which ms .screwed in to the end of the stainless s teel tube. 
A t h i n copper washer of thickness O.O5 cm was used to ensure a t i ^ t 
•vacuum, seal. The distance between the f i lament and the specimen was 
12 cm. For low temperatures the stainless s teel tube was Immersed i n 
• l i q u i d ni t rogen. . For the study of the dcmain pat tern at higher 
temperatures the stainless s teel tube was placed v e r t i c a l l y inside a 
f.urnace. This ensured an equi l ibr ium temperature between a l l the 
objects inside the stainless steel tube. High temperatures were 
measured"using a Rhodium-platimm theimo couple which was coupled to 
a Honeywell temperature contro l u n i t . 
The furnace consists of two s i l i c a tijbes the inner one of diameter 
7.5 cm yhile the outer, one was of diameter 12 cm. . Kanthal wire of 
0*09 cm diameter was wound around the s i l i c a tube to serve as a heating 
. element. . The gap between the two tubes was - f i l l e d wi th alumina cement 
t o form an insulat ing medium and to hold the heating- wire f i i m l y i n 
i t s place. The outer tube is isolated frcm the surroundings by using 
Micaf i l insulat ior j* 
Hi i s technique i s less l i m i t e d i n the range of temperature f o r -which 
i t i s su i table , than the^sual c o l l o i d technique and also gi-ves satis-
f a c t o i y resu l t s even -wi-th an i r regula r surface (resul ts could be obtained 
on, f i v e surfaces of a. cube specimen a t the samejtime). I t has ho-wever 
•the disadvantage tha t the specimen must be removed from -the evaporation 
system and examined, under the microscope. I t is not possible to use the 
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technique f o r the°s-tudy, of de ta i led changes i n domain structure wi th 
e i ther magnet ic-f ie ld .or temperature. Once the i ron pa r t i c les have 
se t t l ed on the specimen surface they are not subjected to any change 
e i the r by rotation. , or displacemait of -the domain, wa l l caused by 
tenrperature. or g x t e m a l f i e l d v a r i a t i o n . The small i ron par t i c les 
i p o s i t e d on the specimen surface are easi ly removable by washing wi th 
e thy l a lcohol . For most of the work donalere domains -were made -yisible 
by -the use- of a modified col lo id- unless i t i s speci f ied that the resul ts 
were obtained by the dry c o l l o i d me-thod. 
2,k Co l lo id Preparation : 
Since i t -was d i f f i c u l t t o f o l l o w the domain wal l movement by using 
t he technique described above i t -was decided that a suitable c o l l o i d 
sho-uld be developed. The magnetite should be suspended i n a l i q u i d -which 
does not react -wi-tii the rare eaxih metals and -vAiich does not freeze at 
reasonably low tenrperature. The c o l l o i d , prepared, by Bates and Spivey 
il96k) was useful , , but, i t -was very easi ly e-vaporated and i t was found 
d i f f i c u l t t o complete any set of experiments,- before the -co l lo id had 
dr ied. The magnetic c q l l o i d used i n th i s case -was prepared by the 
usual method of Elmore .(1958) except that the magnetite was suspended 
i n a secondary b u t y l alcohol and agitated i n a bath by an ultrasonic 
t2?anducer f o r about 50 minutes. - A s-table f i n e l y dispersed c o l l o i d was 
produced. Ih i s . d id not evaporate so l ap id ly and d id not stain -the surface 
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very qu ick ly . To use th i s c o l l o i d the specimen was mounted on a large 
brass hlock which could be cooled below room tempera-ture by nitrogen 
gas tha t has been previously cooled by passing -thorough a copper s p i r a l 
immersed i n ice or l i q u i d nitrogen. The magnetic f i e l d was applied by 
means of small electromagnets e i ther perpendicular or pa r a l l e l to the 
s,urface under observation. The two electromagnets a n d j h e cooling 
block were designed to f i t under the microscope. A Cook MiK)00 microscope 
was used to observe the patterns. The c o l l o i d was applied to the spexjimen 
surface and t h i s was then covered by a microscope cover sl ide to r e t a in 
the c o l l o i d on the specimen surface uniformly. A drop of secondary 
b u t y l alcohol was placed on top of the s l ide to prevent the; formation 
of f r o s t when the temperature was reduced. A small magnetic f i e l d of 
order of I 5 0 Oe was needed to increase the contrast of the patterns with 
the specimen "surface. I t -was found tha t the lowest temperature at 
o 
^ i c h t h i s co l lo id , could be used was 230 K; below t h i s temperature the 
c o l l o i d does not freeze but the magnetic par t i c les become very r e s t r i c t ed 
i n t h e i r movanent and they w i l l s t i ck to the.Tsurface regardless of the 
e f f e c t of the stray f i e l d on the surface. I t appears impossible to use 
the wet c o l l o i d technique a t toaperatures below 230°K, 
2.5 The Crysta l Orientat ion 
The X-ray laue back r e f l e c t i o n method was used to determine the 
c rys t a l o r ien ta t ion . Before mounting the specimen on the goniometer 
i t -was w e l l etched to remove the strained layer. The process used i n 
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producing a w e l l etched cobalt surface was that of Jacquet (1935, 195^), 
t h i s consists of electropolishing. using an e lec t ro ly te of orthophosphoric 
acid (specif ic gravi ty 1.55)» A vo l - t a^ of I .5 v o l t s was maintained 
between the specimen as anod^ and a large cobalt. cathode. In the case 
of Gadolinium and Terbium a chaaical etching solut ion was used "vAii-ch 
consisted o f : -
10 ml . phosphoric ac id 
10 ml. l a c t i c ac id 
50 ml . n i t r i c acid 
20 ml . acetic acid-
A f t e r the so lu t ion had been applied by using a piece of cotton wool f o r 
a few minutes the specimen was r insed y i t h e thy l alcohol and dried i n 
a stream of waim a i r . The specimen was then mounted on the goniometer 
and exposures were made using an X-ray tube w i t h a cobalt anode. A 
large number of exposures were made and the or ien ta t ion of the surface 
was deteimined to -within ± Many exposures were made with the X-ray 
beam incident at d i f f e r e n t points i n the surface in- order to make sure 
that the specimen was a single c rys t a l . A l l the. exposures showed clear 
spots arranged according to the surface or ienta t ion . I t was found 
that , covering the photographic plate by a -thin sheet of aluminiimi of 
thickness .020 mm produced much bet ter resul ts especially f o r gadolinium 
and terbium. The background rad ia t ion i s absorbed by the aluminium 
sheet leaving the spots -viiich represent the p a r a l l e l sets of planes i n 
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the c i y s t a l . The spots on the photographic plates were transfomed to 
a -stereographic p ro jec t ion and then compared -with the standard one 
given by Salkoyitz (l95l) f o r Cobalt. Al-though he gav~e inter-planet-
ahgles f o r magnesium which has the r a t i o of c/a = 1.6235- compared to 
t h a t of Cobalt wi th c/a = I.652O, the ratios are so close that the 
table could be used without any d i f f i c u l t y . The resuL-ts f o r Gadolinium 
and Teibium -were compared wi th those published by Koepke and Scott (1966). 
The r e su l t s sho-wed tha t the specimens each possessed three perpendicular 
surfaces w i t h the fo l l owing or ien ta t ion : 
Co' [0001] , <. 2110 > , <10lO > 
Gd [oooij , < 1120 > , <ioio > 
Tl? [ oooil , < 1120 > , <ioio > 
2.6 Techniques Used i n Present Work 
Domain structures were obseived using; the 63^ and wet c o l l o i d 
techniques. A ccmbination of -tiiese two methods -was very sat^isfactory 
i n giving, a coirplete. p ic ture of the domain stinacture of _the three 
metals. I n addit ion, the Kerr niagneto-optical e f f e c t was used. In the 
case of rare earth me-tals, -viiere the oxide inclusions are large i n 
number,, they render the surface i r regular and the scattering of -the 
incident l i ^ t destroys the contrast between adjacent-domains. I n 
these circumstances the c o l l o i d technique -wi l l o f ten s t i l l give 
r e su l t s . The Kerr e f f e c t on Gadolinium was t r i e d and i t appeared 
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impossible to obtain any resul t s i n t h i s instance because of the presence 
of the oxide inclusion and the d i f f i c u l t y i n obtaining a very f l a t surface 
which i s essent ial i n using t h i s method of i i ives t igat ion. For cobalt 
i t -was possible t o observe the domain pattern as l i g h t and dark areas, 
the d i r e c t i o n of r o t a t i o n depending on the d i rec t ion of magnetization 
i n the r e f l e c t i n g , surface. I t was. found that the l i ^ t in tensi ty f o r 
photography was very poor. A long exposure vas required and special 
modif icat ions -were needed.for to use a t high and"low temperatures. For 
these reasons the .Kerr e f f e c t -was not employed f o r any of the 
observation reported i n t h i s thesis . 
2.7 Photographic technique 
I t -was found tha t the domain structure of gadolinium and terbium 
. crysta ls i s on a very small scale compared to tha t of cobalt. To obtain 
a sa t i s fac to ry p ic ture wi th enough d e t a i l a high magnification was 
needed- The domain pat tern -was photographed using a small grain f i l m 
: of I l f o r d Pan F 35 mm., ASA 50, i n a Pentax camera.mounted on top. of 
the microscope. The microscope had l6x eye piece and kOX object ive, the 
magnif icat ion, through the microscope was I .5X. The camera was used 
.-with i t s lens removed and f i x e d to the microscope wi th a Pentax 
adapter. The specimen was placed on the cooling .block when a. wet . 
c o l l o i d was used, or put direct ly , on the microscopic moving stage f o r 
examination -wtien the d,ry c o l l o i d had been applied. Hie pattern was 
observed using the eye piece extension or r e f l e x viewer of the camera. 
I t -was found tha t low l i g h t in tens i ty and longer exposure reduce the error 
i n the ejcposure time. The domain patterns photographed -were then developed 
using, a f i n e grain developer, Paterson.Acutiol FX-14. This solut ion -was 
d i l u t e d one to ten parts of water and the developing time -was nine 
ninutes a t twrperature - S92°K. Best resul t s were obtained by mixing one 
paii: t o t-wenty parts of -water and doubling, the developing time. The 
f i l m W9.S then wasjaed and t t e n f i x e d i n KodaH u n i f i x , d i lu t ed one t o 
three parts of -water f o r six minutes. . The p r i n t s were made i n the usual 
•way. Any measurements -were made d i r e c t l y on the microscope moving 
stage -srtiich i s attached t o a micrometer. 
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CHAPTER 3 
,DQMACT STRUCTUEE OF COBALT SIHGLE. CRYSTAL 
5.1 Previous work 
C.qbalt was one of the f i r s t metals upon -vAiich single c rys t a l 
invest igat ions on .domains -were carr ied out and has subsequently provided 
subject matter f o r many authors. The ease wi th ;;iiich i t was possible 
to study i t -was l a rge ly due to the metal having a high magnetociystalline 
anisotropy and being easi ly a-vailable i n single c rys ta l form^. . The domain 
structure has been,investigated a t d i f f e r e n t plane or ientat ions, under 
various conditions and using various techniques. Althoi;igh the domain 
structure on the surface. including the c-axis is one of the easiest to 
observe the conplexity of the domain structure on the basal plane has 
aroused in teres t and^timulated f u r t h e r deta i led study. 
B i t t e r (l95l) was the f i r s t to attempt t o study -the magnetic domains 
of cobalt on a specimen wi th a smooth s-urface. The specimen used on 
t h i s occasion -was unpolished and the results obtained therefore showed 
-the w e l l kno-wn maze pat tern due to the s t r a in involved on the surfacev 
Elmo]?e (1958) obtained a very successful pat tern on an electro polished 
cobalt specimen, showing "thatthe dcmain struc"ture on prism planes 
consists mainly of domains p a r a l l e l to the hexagonal axis , magnetized 
a l t e rna te ly i n opposite d i rec t ions . The pat tern obtained on the basal 
;^,ane. showed a more ccmplicated structure of a star shaped nature. Hils 
was sho-wn t o be due to a reversed magnetization, a large s-tar representing 
E l 
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a region of reverse magnetization extending • deep into the c rys t a l while 
a small one represents a region of reverse magnetization.extending only 
a short distance wi t l^ in the specimen. When observed on a- prism surface 
these regions produce a V-shaped l i n e deposit. This model beccmes known 
l a t e r as a K i t t e l type structure. 
Landau and L i f a h i t z (1955) suggested that the star shaped region 
d i d not have magnetization perpendicular to the surface but possessed 
only tha t which was p a r a l l e l to i t , that i s perpendicular to the c-axis 
(easy d i r ec t ion ) thus leaving no f ree poles on the surface. This model 
i s kno-Wn as a Landau-and L i f s h i t z type structure. 
The structure observed by Elmore (1958) has been confirmed i n l a t e r 
work by Mee (1950), who applied a magnetic f i e l d . i n the prism plane 
surface a t . r i ^ t angles to the d i rec t ion of magnetization, and 
explained the disappearance of al ternate dcmain.boundaries which had 
been discussed by (Ne^l, I9W ) . Andr^- (195^), observed the pattern 
near a gra in boixndary d iv id ing prism and basal plane, and H a l l (1956) 
showed tha t the pat tern formed on c rys t a l planes, other than the basal 
o , 
and prism faces, had a basal structure -with angles ranging .frgm-0 (the 
basal plane) to about 5i)-° away fjirom the c-axis , Tihile between,5^4-° q^id 
62° the pat tern changes u n t i l i t takes the usual l80° form. The energy 
,, f o r both the K i t t e l and the Landau and L i f s h i t z model has been calculated 
and compared,. F ig . (5 . I ) shows these resul ts at room, teimperature. I t i s 
clear that a t a l l angles E.^  < E^, "laiere E^ i s the energy, of the K i t t e l 
model, Eg i s the energy of the system, f o r Landau and L i f s h i t z model, 6 
i s the angle between the c-axis and. the noimal to the plane of the 
obse2rvation. This shows that the s tructure on the'basal plane should be 
essentially, due t o f r e e poles. Fox and Tebble (1958) concluded from 
; the work on a single c i y s t a l cobalt disc tha t the structure i s one of 
K i t t e i type. Reverse daggers are formed vhen 9 57°, -vdien 6 < 53° 
the reduction i n demagnetizing energy can only be brought about by 
r o t a t i o n of the magnetization vector, but i n both cases there i s no 
formation of a closure s tructure. • Geimer (19^2) by electron d i f f r a c t i o n 
observed the stray f i e l d near a. basal plane, -s^ich is of the order of ,. 
10 Oe., t h i s f i e l d i s detec"table to about ,01 mm above the surface. 
This could only be explained by the presence of a.la:rge f ree pole on 
the s-urfaqe. . Takata. (1962) studied the domain.pattern on the planes of 
-wedge shaped cobalt crystals. ' He too considered the surface stmcture 
t o be due t o the f ree poles on the surface. The magnetastatic energr 
was calculated f o r co-planar p a r a l l e l s t r ips -with altema-te signs of 
f ree poles. For s i m p l i c i t y of calculat ion -the author considered the 
base of the- dagger as a sqmre. I t -was demonstrated that the width of 
-fce domain s t r i p • decreases w i t h a decrease i n the thickness of the c i y s t a l . 
Wyslocki (1963) supported the theoiy of f r ee poles on the surface and 
sho-wed a clear c o l l o i d p ic ture a t the edge of the specimen vhere the 
reverse-dagger -was observed without the presence of a closure structure. 
Bates and Craik (I962) investigated the domain.structure of cobalt using 
an electron microscope, observing the pattern obtained by using a c o l l o i d 
•wtiich dries to form a t h i n f i l m . They approached.the matter d i f f e r e n t l y 
. from previous workers and supposed tha t the basal plane structure forms 
a continuous network -which can not be divided in to discrete r ings . The 
structure remained unchanged when the f i e l d increased and then changed 
to one of reverse dag^rs at high f i e l d s . These resul ts are believed 
t o indicate that i n the basal plane structure there are no domains wi th 
magnetization having a component noimal t o the plane. • However, a f i e l d 
of some several thousand oersted w i l l transfoim. t h i s i n to a f r ee pole 
s tructure, thus the s tructure on a cobalt single c rys ta l i s t h o u ^ t to 
be of the Landau and. L i f shi tz type. Bates and Craik showed the pattern 
fo imat ion of a f i n e c o l l o i d structure around strained areas due to 
scratches, s l i p planes and twins. I n spite of the f a c t that these were 
studied under h i ^ magnificat ion the photograph, showed poor contrast. 
An inves t iga t ion of the dependence of domain, width on specimen thickness 
was ca r r i ed out on several crystals embedded i n the parent one and shoved 
the resu l t s vhere D i s the domain width ahd L specimen thickness, 
Kaczer et a l (I958) investigated the domain structure on.cobalt whiskers. 
On the basal and prism plane of the -iftiisker i t was found that the structure 
i s s imi la r to that on. bulk- mater ia l . The pat tern on the edge of the 
whisker showed dagger-like domains of reverse magnetization. . The 
dependence of the donain width on the thickness of the specimen i s closely 
2. i_ 
represented by a two th i rds power law, i .e .- D * rather tian as shown 
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•by previous authors, t h i s dif ference vas explained as beixig due to 
d i f f e r e n t surface sti'uctuz'e taken in consideration. However i n a c i y s t a l 
of around several | i to tens of n th ick the surface structure i s one of a 
mixed s ta te , tha t is a region of f r e e poles and closure structure. A 
model domain structure was suggested. Var ia t ion of domain width wi th 
c rys t a l thickness showed that the experimental results-deviated, from 
the theory because of the influence cf surface structures. . These 
structures had an e f f e c t up to thicknesses of around 0. 2 fim. F ig , (3«-2) 
shows the v a r i a t i o n of domain y i d t h with, the thickness of 1he specimen. 
Gemperle et a l . (1965) investigated the honeycomb structure and 
found. that i t i s meta stable and has h i ^ e r energy than the usual plate 
s t ructure. % s l o c k i et a l . (1965} studied the rera^awentdomain stinictures 
of a large single c i y s t a l . Two d i f f e r e n t types of regular stable domains 
were observed depending;upon whether the creating f i e l d was p a r a l l e l 
cr perpendicular^ to the hexagonal c rys t a l axis . I n f i r s t case the 
structure was of a K i t t e l type, the basic danain appeared t o have a rod-
l i k e shape w i t h cross section showing-regular hexagons. I n the second 
case the damain-structure consisted of a regular super-position of 
both the K i t t e l and. the Landau and L i f s h i t z . type. These resul ts show 
differences frem those obtained by Kaczer et al ,- (1961) (carried-out on 
magneto - p l u m l i t e ) i n two respects. I n the f i r s t paper the creating 
f i e l d being necessary p a r a l l e l to the hexagonal c rys ta l axis while i n 
the second paper i t had to bq perpendicular. The second- difference is 
^7 
that the • honeyccsnb structure bears no r e l a t i on to the hexagonal symmetry 
of the c ry s t a l l a t t i c e while the f i r s t author supposed i t to be- d i r e c t l y 
• r e la ted t o the c i y s t a l ^ymmetiy. 
The recent i n t e r e s t . i n the- domain, structure cf cobalt a t elevated 
, temperature i s due to the f a c t that i s strongly temperature- dependent 
•and induces un iax ia l anisotropy at low. tempe3?atures and conical and 
. planar a t high temperatures. 
. Fowler, and Fryer (1955) studied the pat tern at high temperature by 
mean^ of the l ong i tud ina l Kerr e f f e c t , resul ts suggest a gradual widening 
of the dcmain w a l l as the t r a n s i t i o n temperature is approached. As 
the temperature raised above the t r a n s i t i o n region new domains formed. 
AndrS (1956) observed the pat tern on the basal plane using a c o l l o i d 
suspension of magnetite i n p a r a f f i n o i l . At 655°K, the domains on basal 
plane showed a preferred, d i r ec t ion . Kaczer (1958) using a magnetic 
probe technique studied the structure va r i a t ion i n the temperature range 
f rem room, temperature t o 693°K. He observed that the-domain width does 
not change up t o i4-T5°K but at 550°K a sudden change i n the dcmain 
geometry takes place. He assumed the domain, structure to be of Landau 
aad L i f sh i t z type,-but noticed that the domain width, does not change wi th 
^ temperature as much as .that shown i n the formula given by Landau and 
Lie shi tz . 
Shur e t a l . (196^) studied the influence of the tempeiature on domain 
s t ructure. . In , the r a n ^ 290°K t o 520°K, i t - was found that the equi l ibr ium 
H8 
dcmain width increases wi th r i s i n g temperature. Since the saturation 
magnetization I i s constant i n the investigated, temperature range while 
•flie c r y s t a l anisotropy k^ is reduced considerably - i t was assumed that the 
domain width should decrease because the value of the wa l l energy 7 ~ Vk 
decreases sharply. This disagreement i n t h e i r re suits-was explained by 
the f a c t tha t w i th the- decrease of the wa l l energy-there occurs a sharp 
decrease of the magnetic pole density on the end. faces of the c rys ta l 
specimen. This only happens i f the f l u x closure occurs on the surface 
of the specimen, ind ica t ing tha t there was a r o t a t i on of the magnetiza-
t i o n vectors into- the plane of the specimen. The ro t a t ion of- the 
magnetization,was revealed by using the polar Kerr e f f e c t technique 
•viftiich i s only sensi t ive to the normal component of I . . The considerable 
decrease i n the contrast beginning a t kjO°K i s evidence f o r the ro ta t ion 
of the magnetization..vector. . I n th i s work i t was shown, that there was 
a considerable increase i n . the domain width a t tempemture k6Q°K and 
t h i s i s contradictory to the resu l t s obtained by Kaczer .(I958), vhile ' 
observation by Fowler and Fryer (1955) show- no change i n the domain 
width from;rocm.temperature up to the t r a n s i t i o n region. .Hubert (I968) 
. using the K e r r - e f f e c t method, studied the structure change on a single 
c rys t a l i n the temperature range 293°K "to 673°K on a x i a l as wel l as. basal 
plares. He also observed changes i n the dimension of the domains near 
a stress region ( t w i n lamellas) . The structure was easily, observable 
between temperatures of kjO^K and 520°K, \ihexe the ro ta t ion of the easy 
h9 
d i rec t ion begins to deviate f r a n . t h e c-axis. Between 520°K and 6lO°K, 
i t was d i f f i c u l t to observe the pa t te rn , especially, in. a. f i e l d . f r e e 
i a t e . At a l o c a l stress the pat tern i s governed-by. the magnetostrictive 
se l f energy. The in t e rna l dcmain structure cf these stressed regions 
can. be a l t e r ed by magnetic f i e l d . A veiy. in teres t ing invest igat ion was 
car r ied out on t h i n Cobalt f o i l by Groundy et a l . ,(1964) and Groindy (I965) 
using transmission electron microscope to observe magnetic dcmaia st2ruct-ures 
i n t h i n cobalt f o i l above room temperature. The change in domain pat tern 
as, the temperature increased was as predicted from the anisotropy measure-
ment. . They showed the ro t a t i on of the e a ^ d i rec t ion of magnetization 
and also the t r a n s i t i o n t o a cubic phase a t about 720°K where the formation 
of closure s t ruct i i re was observed. 
3o 2 .•• The present work 
So f a r the danain structure on the basal ..plane cf cobalt has not been 
c l a s s i f i e d a l t h o u ^ there have been many, predictions concerning the 
nature of i t . The previous work ga-ve no quantative measurement of the 
domain width wi th temperature. The present work was carried out wi th 
the f o l l o w i n g aims; t o study, the va r i a t i on of domain, width wi th tempera-
tu re , to give some experimental evidence of the fonnat ion of dcmain 
^ructures a t non-magnetic inclusions, and.,to f i n d a relation bet-ween the 
dagger' length £ and. i t s base width d, to study the domain structure a,t 
l i q u i d ni t rogen temperature and to investigate, the surface structure 
on. the basal plane. 
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.. 3.3 • Var ia t ion of Dcmain width with tanperuture 
Usin^ the diy c o l l o i d technique described in . the previous chapter 
the domain structure of a cobalt single c rys t a l was studied with va r i a t ion 
of temperature. . Pauthenet et a l . (1962) gave the anisotropy data, shown i n 
F ig . (3.3) . The d i r e c t i on of easy magnetization rotates from.the c-axis 
a:l3'bv,€523°K to be on a cone above t h i s ten5)erature. Ihe angle of t h i s 
cone can be calculated by. minimizing the anisotropy energy which leads 
to 
" ; } * ,(M) . - 1 / . ' ^ l ^ * 
• -ftiiere 9 i s the angle between the d i r ec t i on of magnetization and the c-axis j 
r e l a t i o n (3«l) i s v a l i d only i n the temperature range 523°K to 608°K. 
For each value of 8 there w i l l be a cone a generator of which i s an easy 
direction of magnetization f o r tha t specif ic tanperature. Fig.('3,i<-) 
. shows the relation.between the angle 9 and temperature. 
With the technique adopted the domain structure could be observed 
. from, l i q u i d nitrogen temperature -siiere -the anisotropy is high according 
to Pauthenet e t a l . (1962) (K^ = 6.8520 x 10^, - K^ = I..713O x 10^ erg^cm^) 
to about hT^°K (where K^ = ,7138 x 10^, Kg = '8565 x 10^ erg/cm^). Above 
t h i s temperature the contrast was very, poor and usefu l patterns could 
not be obtained. This unfortunately, meant that i t was not possible to 
inves t iga te the in te res t ing region above 523°K.-vdaere the easy d i rec t ion 
o 
l i e s on a cone making, an angle wi th the c-axis. . However above 523 K the 
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pattern may be so complex that dcmain width co-uld not be measured. 
At each temperature the average domain width, of a l l domains involved 
in the c r y s t a l , -which extended from edge to edge, -was measured and the 
re s i i l t s ccmpared -with the theore t i ca l ones f o r models assuming t-wo d i f f e r e n t 
types of surface s tructure. The theore t ica l calculations of dcsnain width 
•was made on the assumption tha t the saturation magnetization 1^ was 
considered t o be constant,,l442 e.m.u./cm^. wi th in the experimental range 
of temperature since the. change i n I -with tanperature i s very small com-
• ( s 
pared wi th the change of anisotropy. Bloch -wall energy-was calculated 
from, the formula used by Kaczer (1963) 
1 + X . f x 
Kg 
, vhere X = ^ » A i s the exchange constant, the value being obtained from 
Tannewald and Weber (1961). I n th i s paper A -was given as temperature 
dependent bet-ween room and helium temperature. The- difference between 
these i s very small and also the uncertainty i n the measurement -was 
± 5.55^ So A -was considered i n t h i s work as temperature independent. 
The value used -was A = 1,50 x 10~^ erg/cm. Fig, (5<'5) shows a comparison 
of the experimental and theore t ica l va r i a t ion of the domain width wi th 
tempera-tures. The resu l t s indicate tha t the minimum, domain width -which 
corresponds to the maximum dcmain -wall width is reached at the t r a n s i t i o n 
point 525°K. As the temperature vas raised the dcanain -wall thickness 
increased and the stray f i e l d decreased considerably (as shown i n f ig,5*6 
(a,b) -un t i l a point was reached a t -vAiich-ihe domain pattern could not be 
7 = 2VAK:^ { 1 + arc s in J - j ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
Fig .3 .6 , Domain Structure of Cobalt Single Crysta l a t , 
a- 7 7 ' K . 
b - 375°K. 
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observed by t h i s technique. I t is clear that the domain width decreases 
with, the r i s e of temperature i n . agreement -with the theoiy proposed by 
K i t t e l , -though, the spacing calculated using the K i t t e l . theoiy i s 
h i ^ e r than that observed and inclusion of a Ji correction makes the 
d i f ference even greater, general form, of the curve however i n a 
good agreement andjccmpletely. at variance -with the Landau and L i f shitz 
model. F ig . 5" 6a -was taken at l i q u i d nitrogen temperature while 5»6b 
' was taken, i n a d i f f e r e n t region of the speciman at- 5T5°K. . The increase 
i n the width of the Bloch -wall agrees wi th theore t ica l expectations 
since the -wall width 6 ~ K ^ . . I t was d i f f i c u l t t o draw any conclusion 
from: the v a r i a t i o n of domain structure on the basal plane -with changing 
temperature. A decrease , i n the contrast took place as the temperature 
was ra ised and s tar ted from about ij-00°K. 
5.il- Domain structure at non-magnetic inclusion 
There i s good experimental evidence of domain nucleation at i nc lu -
3 ions i n c-ubic c iys ta l s -with many, directions of easy magnetization. iFor 
a u n i a x i a l mater ia l there i s no experimental evidence f o r the existence 
of reverse spikes based on inclusions. Goodenough, (195^) considered 
..the conditions -which br ing about a reverse domain at a non-magnetic 
inclus ion. For poly c ry s t a l l i ne materials the most l i k e l y source of 
n ic leat ion energy i s the surface density of f r e e poles a t the gra in 
boundaries. . For single c iy s t a l s the reverse domains would nucleate 
(b) 
F i g . 3.7. a- Daggers of Reverse Magnetization at non-
Magnetic I n c l u s i o n . 
b - I n t e r p r e t a t i o n of a. 
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pr imar i ly a t non-magnetic inclusions, Carey and Isaac (1964) examined 
the conditions under -vAiich the reverse spikes -w i l l form-around a non-magnetic 
inc lus ion i n a un iax ia l mater ia l . They based t h e i r calculat ion on the 
assumption that the t o t a l energy associated -with an inclusion i n the 
na te r ia l may be reduced by the formation of domains of reverse magnetiza-
t i o n . • Both previous papers suggested that the formation of domains of 
reverse .magnetization depend upon the size of the inclusion and. the external 
applied magnetic f i e l d . Using the dry co l l o id , technique i t has been 
possible to observe daggers of a.non-magnetic inclusion. . F ig . 5.Tb 
suggests an in-terpretation of f i g . 5»7a -vAiich was obtained a t T7°K, 
without an exteimal a p p l i e d . f i e l d . Use -was made of the formula derived by 
Carey and Isaac. For a zero a p p l i e d . f i e l d , 
- (3 .J) • 
if&ieTe Ji i s the length of the reverse spike,, d . i t s base diameter, R the 
radius of the inclus ion a t which the dagger developed, 7 the -wall energy, 
the value of -v^ich at. 77°K i s 12.9 erg/cm^ obtained f rom^f ig . (3 . I6 ) and 
I the saturat ion magnetization. I t -was assumed that d = V2 R. The value 
of i and d were measured d i r e c t l y from, the specimen surface and i t -was 
found tha t i = l,k |im and d = 0.42 fim. Subst i tut ing t h i s value i n 5»5 
we obtained R = O.I7 |im. . This value i s smaller than the c r i t i c a l 
diameter given by Carey and Isaac, -where they showed that i t i s energetically 
unfavourable f o r reverse spikes to form i n zero f i e l d at spherical 
inclusions of a radius smaller than 7.5 \im.. I t is important to note that 
the r e l a t i o n 3»3 'was obtained on the assumption that the formation of reverse 
daggers reduces the magnetos t a t ic energy, of an inclusion-by. one h a l f . 
However the d i f ference i n the experimental.result and.that calculated 
from, 3.3 roay be due t o the f a c t that the theore t i ca l value may need seme 
correct ion since the inclusions involved as diown i n f i g . 3»7a' are not 
p e r f e c t spheres. They-are also so close to each other that the value 
of the daaagnetizing f a c t o r N may change f r a n t h a t . f o r a perfect isolated 
sphere. As could be seen from.the photograph these domains of reverse 
magnetization appear i n pa i rs a t the surface of the inclusion. This is 
obvious since d i f f e r e n t p o l a r i t i e s appear at opposite sides of -the 
inc lus ion . . . This may. be seen c lea r ly frem. the deposit of i ron par t ic les 
which appear i n the t-wo regions. The- lower region shows no deposit 
id i i l e the upper one shows dark regions. This is . due to -the formation of 
f r ee poles of opposite p o l a r i t y . The -wall of the spike can be seen to 
have a region -with a hea-yy deposit of i r on pa r t i c l e s and one without any 
•deposit. . This may be-due to the. d i f f e r e n t polair i t ies -which-appear on 
e i ther side of -the dagger resultin_g from, the ro ta t ion of spin i n the dagger 
w a l l as the magnetization changes d i rec t ion -through, the wa l l frem.the 
main domain to the inside of the-dag^r . As a r e su l t of th i s a normal 
component w i l l ar ise if l i ich w i l l emerge at one side and enter at the other 
side of the dagger. The emerging cesnponent i n the upper dagger appears 
on the opposite side i n the lo-wer dagger (presuming that emerging component 
(a) ^ 
Pig . 3 . 1 0 . a- Development of D i f f e r e n t Types of Reverse Daggers 
Probably at Lamella P rec ip i t a t e , 
b - Domain Pattern Showing the E f f e c t of Scratch. 
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col lec ts the c o l l o i d due to the polar i sa t ion of the c o l l o i d by the stray-
f i e l d ) . . This occurs because of the d i f f e r e n t p o l a r i t y of the f ree poles 
which develop on, the surface of the upper and lower dagger. The same 
applies to- daggers -fttoich develop a t twin bands. Surface scratches can 
also be valuable I n ind ica t ing magnetization d i rec t ion , Williams et ali 
'(19^9)« In f i g . . 3« 10b'there i s a segaent of twin band, around.which a 
dagger development has taken place. A f i n e scratch-was l e f t from, the 
mechanical polishing:and t h i s cut the daggers t i i rou^^the middle. I t 
can be seen c lea r ly tha t aroiznd the scratch, ( inside the daggers), 
there i s a heavy deposit of c o l l o i d , -while i n the main demain there i s 
complete r e j e c t i o n of the pa r t i c l e s . Since the scratch l i e s very nearly 
perpendicular to the magnetization i n both the main domain and in. the 
daggers i t w i l l develop strong regions cf f ree pole on i t s sides. I f 
-fee c o l l o i d pa r t i c l e s are polar ised by the stray f i e l d so tha t they are 
a l igned i n the same sense as the magnetization i n the daggers they w i l l 
be p r e f e r e n t i a l l y a t t rac ted t o region of the scratch. l y i n g inside daggers 
aid repe l led by the remainder of the scratch. 
5.5 - Domain structure at l i q u i d nitrogen temperature 
Since the anisotropy is un iax ia l a t t h i s temperature no change i n the 
o 
datnain s tructure of cobalt a t 77 K was expected,- however there are two 
important f ac to r s d i r ec t ly - invo lved wi th the demain structure \*iich had an 
e f f e c t . F i r s t l y the anisotropy energr was considerably greater than 
that a t roean, temperature and secondly a twin structure w i l l form; readi ly 
( b ) 
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•when the specimen is cooled to th i s temperatureo The structure remains 
•yhen the specimen is -waimed to rocm temperature. Ha l l (195T) reported 
a <10i2> composition plane of def oimatlon twins i n a large grained cobalt 
specimen which has been compressed i n a vice . E&vis et a l . (1962) 
observed twins l a i d on the planes cf <1121> or ienta t ion produced by 
cooling to 7T°K. F ig . 3.8(a,b) shows the dctnain pattern obtained on 
the basal plane and on the surface <10iO at 7T°K with no external 
applied f i e l d . Patterns on both surfaces were s imi lar t o those of 
early workers a t room, temperature, but here the d e f i n i t i o n of the 
pat tern i s improved considerably, t h i s was due t o the increase i n the 
value of anisotropy constant. F ig . 3«9(a-f ) show a domain pattern 
fbrmed a t a twin band. Two types of twin were observed, normal l en t i cu la r 
twins f i g . . 3»9 (e^ f ) and also some very narrow, twins l i k e the one shown 
XI f i g . 5.9 (a ,b ) , these were of composition planes <1121>. At the twin 
band daggers of reverse magnetization developed wi th other daggers 
i i s id f i or beside each other as shown i n the arrangement of f i g . 3.9(a,b). 
The domain stamctxire Inside the twin band i s of the same nature as 
-that observed on the basal plane and t h i s i s the case since the twinning 
produces a reor ien ta t ion of the l a t t i c e , the c-axis of the twin being 
almost a t r i ^ t angles to the c-axis of the parent c rys ta l . The nature 
of the reverse spikes grown on a twin band i s usually of the same nature 
as those -vdiich appear at a grain boundary. A d i f f e r e n t type of structure 
i s some.times observed an example of vhlch i s seen i n f i g . 5.10a. I t i s 
possible tha t t h i s structure develops a t lamellar precipi ta tes of oxide. 
Pig . 3 . 9 . (a-b) Domain of Reverse Magnetization at 
T -^rin Band, at TT'k. 
F i g . 3 . 9 . ( c - f ) Structure of Reverse Taggers at Twin Band, at 77 K. 
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the d i f ference being, explained by the f a c t that the oxide layer i s large 
enough ( i n t h i s case) to be considered as a serious discont inui ty i n 
the l a t t i c e . 
I t i s gene2rally. t rue that w i t h i n the boundaries of a domain the 
magnetization i s uniform, that i s the spins are s t r i c t l y p a r a l l e l to 
the easy d i r ec t i on . However th i s alignment could be- disturbed by f ree 
poles on the surface or imperfections i n the c rys ta l l a t t i c e . Nuclei 
of the daggers of inverse magnetization appear i n a l l places -wheioe 
there are strong loca l ized demagnetizing f i e l d r e su l t ing from f ree 
poles. The- length of these depends upon the or ien ta t ion of the grain 
boundaiy and the state of s t r a i n i n the region at "vaiich the daggers 
grow. I t was, found, f o r a pa r t i cu l a r type of structure that there was 
a simple empirical r e l a t i o n -between the dagger length & and the diameter 
of i t s base d. This i s p lo t t ed i n f i g . 5»12. The points on the graph 
(a) were obtaiaed from: d i f f e r e n t regions on the surface. A set of 
these -which i s indicated by dots on (a ) , is obtained from. f i g . (3»8b) 
and (5.9) while those on (b and c) were obtaliied from f i g . (3.9(a,b)) . 
I t may be concluded that i and d are i n a d i rec t proportion i n both 
single and multi-dagger development. .However i n multi-dagger develop-
ment the slope is of a d i f f e r e n t value and thus the dagger has a smaller 
base than a single- dagger of the same length. From th i s graph i t can be 
seen tha t a t a cer ta in value of d, ^ i s zero. This means.that f o r values 
cf d less than t h i s , creation of reverse daggers i s not possible. Thus 
reduct ion i n the magnetostatic energy a t th i s c r i t i c a l radius could 
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only take place e i ther by the ro t a t i on of the magnetization near to the 
surface or by- development of regions i n -viiich there is magnetization 
perpendicular to the c-axis, that i s the formation of closure structure 
of a ve iy small size. . From:f ig . 3* 12 i t can.be seen that i f closure 
regions ex i s t they w i l l be cf diameter less than .18 fim, though the 
s t r a i n and or ienta t ion of the region -vaiere these daggers groW'has a 
d i rec t e f f e c t on the r e l a t i o n of £ and d. . For a l l types of daggers £ 
and'd represent the length and the base width of the main dagger. 
3,6 ^ Var ia t ion of the exchange constant A wi th temperature 
Tannenwald (I961) used spin wave resonance to measure the exchange 
constant A and i t s temperature dependence. The resul t s obtained at rocm 
. temperatTore, 77°K- and k°K were l . J , 1.42, and l,i^3 erg/cm x 10~^. 
Another method -vftiich may be used t o deteimine A uses the observed domain 
5)acing and was described by Kaczer et a l . (1962), From the relat ionship 
•X- • - -
given by K i t t e l ( inc luding the \i correct ion) 
r 2 / A K ( l . / > . * ) L 
V 1 . 7 1 1 / 
I f values without a subscript indicate room, tengjeiature values and the 
subscript t indicates a value a t some other toaperature then 
lOO 2 0 0 3 0 0 4 0 0 
T C K ) 
FIG. 3 .1 ST^'nperoturc dependence of the 
exchange constonl in Cobolt . 
a-With JU correction . 
b-W(thout jUL* correction • 
c-S.W. R. (Tonnenwold 1959) 
5 0 0 
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The d i f fe rence between L and L i s very, small. The r a t i o i s very nearly 
st 
• equal t o un i t y . Also the value—j— i s always very close t o unity,, i n 
s 
the l i m i t of the experiment. The results are plot ted, i n f i g . . 5«15» 
I t i s clear that the value of A i s decreasing, w i th increase of temperature 
and. t h i s i s i n agreem:ent w i th the resu l t s obtained by Tannewald. Any 
di f ference between (a,b) and. that of (c) shown i n f i g . 5* 13 i W t)e due 
to the foimula used i n our ca lcula t ion of A. Since i t was assumed that 
the surface structure i s one of f r ee poles type, but in. f a c t there may 
be some region of closure structure which i n . tu rn contributes to the 
t o t a l energy anjd t h i s w i l l give a d i f f e r e n t r e l a t ion , frem that given 
in equation 5.5. Thus the demain structure could be re la ted to the 
i n t r i n s i c properties cf the c rys t a l and t h i s is one way i n -vihich the 
domain study, could be of great in teres t and value. 
5«7 - In te rpre ta t ion of surfece structure observed on the basal plane 
of cobalt single c rys ta l 
.Many d i f f e r e n t in terpreta t ions have been given f o r the structure, on 
the basal plane of cobalt single c rys t a l and an out l ine cf these has 
been given e a r l i e r . An attempt was made on a <10iO surface to observe 
tie p o s s i b i l i t y of any closure structure exis t ing on the edge of tiie 
specimen near the basal plane. The pat tern i n f i g . (5.11a) demonstrates 
c lear ly the absence of any secondary structure near the surface. There 
i s no closure structure wi th magnetization i n a d i rec t ion d i f f e r e n t from 
i ' . I 
w 
Pig . 3 . 1 1 . a- Domain Structure at the Edgo of ^ 1 0 1 0 ^ Surface. 
b - Pattern on Basal Plane wi th Small Grain Shovs 
the Orov/th of the Revei^se Daggers at the Grain 
Boundary. 
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that- of the c-axis« The wa l l i s s t i a i ^ t and meets the basal plane at 
90°. . The dagger of reverse magnetization observed is of a simple type, 
the base including no closure structure, l ^ s l o c k i (1963) obtained 
the same resul t s a t room, temperature. On the basal plane the structure 
behaviour under an applied f i e l d of ^00 Oe. i n d i f f e r e n t d i rec t ions , 
shows no sign of a secondary structure which changes d i rec t ion wi th the 
a p p l i e d . f i e l d as i n the case of the gadoliniim single c rys ta l see 
Chapter 5» F ig . shows a region on a. basal plane surface which 
includes a number o f small grains w i t h the c-axis l y i n g i n the surface. 
At the grain boundaries the dag^rs of reverse magnetization grown 
as a. r e s u l t of the d iscont inu i ty of tie magnetization, and the consequent 
development of f r ee poles i n order to reduce the magnetostatic erergy. 
The bases of these spikes are simple wi th no indicat ion cf closure 
s t ructure . The v a r i a t i o n of domain width wi th temperature is determined 
by. the type of the basal plane structure. From.5.5 i t can be seen that 
the experimental resul t s are i n agreement wi th those of K i t t e l model. 
K i t t e l (19 -^9) showed that the f r ee energy density E^p f o r a surface 
f ree pole structure i s given by equation I . I 5 . I f closure domains 
are formed g iv ing complete f l u x closure the f ree energy density E^ ^^  i s 
given by equation -1.12. 
so 
= !CL ^ / K \ 
^FP ^ ^ 
(5.6) 
uT 0 7 
loo 2 0 0 3oo 4oo 5 0 0 6oo 
FIG.3.14 Variation of P ith temperature 
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•where K i s the difference, between the magnetocrystalline anisotropy energy 
•for magnetization along the c-axis and basal plane. For cobalt 
K=- + Kg i s a good approximation. 
This r a t i o w i l l determine -vSiether f r ee poles or closure domain 
structures w i l l be energet ical ly most f aveourable*' I f P » 1 a surface 
f ree pole structure would be expected to form, while f o r P « 1 one would 
• expect development of closure-domain structures i n \ihich the magnetization 
i s peipendicular to the c-axis. The r a t i o P was p lo t t ed a ^ i n s t T and 
the resu l t s are shown, i n f i g . . 3«1^ I t appears, that the maximum value 
of P i s ~ 1.1 a t absolute zero, where one expects the pat tern to be due 
to f ree poles. The gradual change of P may introduce a change in . the 
surface structureL^ I f a closure structure develops t h i s would be most 
l i k e l y a t h i^er - t snpera tures where P i s becoming appreciably less than 
un i ty since i s reduced consideiably f rou ; that at room, temperature, 
the reduction, in . the contrast as the temperature was increased was. due 
t o cons i^ rab le widening of the domain wa l l as. the t r ans i t i on temperature 
was approached and not as a r e su l t of the ro t a t ion of magnetization from 
, c-axis i n t o the plane of the specimen as suggested by Shur (196k-), 
• However the lowest value of P i s about O.25 at 523°K where the easy 
d i r e c t i o n of magnetization begins to deviate from.the c-axis. From the 
t r a n s i t i o n tsnperature-down to room tempeiature the value of P i s small 
enough, f o r a p a r t i a l closure structure to develop. This development 
would not involve a considerable increase i n the magnetociystalline 
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anisotropy, energy since the value of K, decreases wi th temperature. 
Moreover the regions, of transverse magnetization might be very small 
and might not act as a complete f l u x closure,, but as a p a r t i a l one.. 
ThO: reduction in . the magnetostatic enerar must be- h . i ^ e r t t a n the 
increase i n the magnetocrystalline anisotropy energy, i n order to 
encourage the development of such minute p a r t i a l closure regions. 
The d i f f i c u l t y i n observing these at the edge of the specimen could 
be explained by t h e i r quenching at the surface due to ;uieveness or 
the presence of s t r a i n a t .the edge of the specimen. 
5.8 Evaluation of energies, which determine demain.structure i n Co 
l:.:2i.. ''r. "„w-i;:.i.lari'' £-r.erg;; ^iuppose that a l l . t h e boundaries involved, 
i n a cobalt , c rys t a l are of l80° type, i n th i s case the calculat ion, i s 
f a i r l y s t ra ight , forward. Energy, of the w a l l per u n i t area of the 
sirface 
^, = f . • ( 3 - T . ) 
' The magnetostatic energy per u n i t area taking account of both sides of 
the specimen 
E^ = 1 . 7 1 / D (5,8) 
t o t a l energy 
^FP = ^W+^m = 'T l . T l 3 ^ D . . . . . ; . ( 3 . 9 ) 
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m i n i m i z a t i o n , , g ives f o r the domain w i d t h , equat ion l,lk and f o r energy 
d e n s i t y equa t ion 1,15. 
W i l l i a m s , Bozor th , and Shockley (±9^9) and K i t t e l (19^9) gave 
a c o r r e c t i o n , t o t ^emagne tos t a t i c energr . This r e s u l t s , f rom the r o t a t i o n 
of magne t i s a t i on v e c t o r on the specimen sur face , i t i s a p p l i e d by 
m a t i p l y i n g the c a l c u l a t e d demagnetized energy b y ' a f a c t o r —5- , 
1 V n 
2_ 
|i ( p e r m e a b i l i t y ; s a l i f i t i s p a r a l l e l t o the easy, d i r e c t i o n . Hie new 
f o r m f o r t h e energy i s 
^ F P = ^ - ^ ^ ^ -^^-IQ) 
1 -Vfi 
.0 D = f^i^ . . . . . . . . . . . . . ( 3 . 1 1 ) 
V 3. 4 1 / 
and 
* 
(1 i s a temperature dependent s ince 
v^* ° 1 + ^""^5^ • • • • (3.15) 
K 
Because o f t h e considerable v a r i a t i o n i n the spacing; of t h e domains 
an average spacing f o r a l l -Uiose which appeared was taken. This value 
was r e a s o m b l y ccmparable t o t i i e spacing t h a t would occur i n the t r u e 
e q u i l i b r i m s t a t e used in- e s t i m a t i n g the energy. .. The . r e s u l t s were 
p l o t t e d , the exper imenta l ones f o r the K i t t e l model ( w i t h and. w i t h o u t j i ' 
c o r r e c t i o n ) and f o r the Landau and L i f s h i t z model. The energy c a l c u l a t e d 
* 
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F IG .3 .16 Temperaturedependcnce of domain wail 
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f r c m Landau and L i f s h i t z model i s h igher than t h a t of the K i t t e l 'one. 
F i g . (5«15) shows the exper imenta l and t h e o r e t i c a l r e s u l t s , the bes t 
•if-
agreement shown, w i t h , the K i t t e l model i n c l u d i n g | i c o r r e c t i o n . Both 
expe r imen ta l and t h e o r e t i c a l c a l c u l a t i o n s g ive the value f o r energy 
dens i ty a t room, temperature o f about .61 x 10 . e r ^ c m . This va lue 
d.epends upon the c a l c u l a t e d va lue of the m i l energy y be ing g iven 
t h e f o l l o y i n g : va lue ( a t room, temperature) 
7erg/cm Ref. 
8.20 Stoner (1950) 
15.7 Fox (1956) 
11.0 . W i l l i a m s , Bozor th , (19^9) 
& Shockley 
10.50 Ca lcu la ted i n t h i s t h e s i s 
The va lue of 7 as a f u n c t i o n o f temperature i s shown i n f i g . (3. .I6). 
The- d i f f e r e n c e s i n these values r e s u l t e d f r o m . t h e u n c e r t a i n t i e s 
i n the measured va lue o f the exchange i n t e r a c t i o n constant A. 
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CHAPTER h 
RAEE MRTH METALS 
4.1 ' I n t r o d u c t i o n 
The i n t e r e s t i n and consequent study o f .the r a re ear ths i s of a 
s c i e n t i f i c r a t h e r than an i n d u s t r i a l na tu re . . A l t h o u ^ the r a r e ea r ths 
are i n t e r e s t i n g t hey are a l s o expensive and d i f f i c u l t t o prepare i n a 
pure s t a t e . • An a d d i t i o n a l de te ren t t o i n d u s t r i a l engineer ing i n t e r e s t 
i s t h a t magnetic o r d e r i n g occurs i n a l l cases below, room temperature. 
Thus the i n d u s t r i a l a p p l i c a t i o n s of the r a re ear ths as magnetic m a t e r i a l s 
are soae-what l i m i t e d . The i nc r ea s ing i n t e r e s t , f r o m a s c i e n t i f i c p o i n t 
o f v i ew, i n the r a re ear ths may be accounted f o r by c e r t a i n p r o p e r t i e s , 
h i g h spontaneous magne t i za t ion i n the heavy r a r e ear ths and an I n t e r e s t i n g 
v a r i e t y o f type's of magnetic o rde r ing i n c l u d i n g the existence of a n t i -
f errcmagnetism i n some of these meta l s . I n a d d i t i o n i t would be expected 
t h a t p a r t i c u l a r l y i n t e r e s t i n g domain s t r uc tu r e would r e s u l t f r o m the 
v a r i o u s f o r m of an i so t ropy invo lved . Th^ se r ies inc ludes the elements 
f r c m . Cerium w i t h atomic number 58. t o Lutetium- Jl .and o f t e n Scandium-. 21 
Y t t r i u m 39 and Lanthanuta. 57 are considered as members of the se r i es . 
Because a l l t he members o f the r a r e ear ths have s i m i l a r e x t e r n a l e l e c t r o n i c 
s t r u c t u r e they e x h i b i t almost i d e n t i c a l chemical p r o p e r t i e s and are 
t h e r e f o r e arranged outs ide the r e g u l a r a r r a y cf the p e r i o d i c t a b l e . The 
d e t a i l e d i n v e s t i ^ t i o n o f the p r o p e r t i e s of the r a r e ear ths has been 
i ^ l a t i v e l y recent , , most work be ing done du r ing the l a s t 10 years . The 
succes s fu l p r e p a r a t i o n of s i ng l e c r y s t a l s a t Ames, Iowa, by Spedding and 
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h i s co-workers has enabled more d e t a i l e d experiments and thus increased 
our understanding-enoimously, ,Spedding e t a l (194T> 1954(a^b), 1957? 
1961).- N e u t r o n - d i f f r a c t i o n exper inents on s ing le c r y s t a l s performed 
a t Oak. Ridge by W i l k i n s o n e t a l (196I ( a , b ) , I962), Cable et a l . . ( l96 l , 
196I+), Koehler e t a l . (1961:.. ( a , b ) , I962 . ( a ,b ) , I965, I965) and Moon 
e t . a l . . (196I+) have a l s o made i t poss ib l e t o understand, the e s s e n t i a l 
nature o f the r a r e e a r t h magnetic s t r u c t u r e s . 
k-2 E l e c t r o n i c s t r u c t u r e 
G e n e r a l l y , each o f fbe r a r e ea r th metals e x h i b i t s an e f f e c t i v e 
moment i n the paramagnetic s t a t e -tAiich i s almost i d e n t i c a l t o t h a t of 
the corresponding t r i p o s i t i v e i o n . . The e l e c t r o n i c s t r uc tu r e i s 
{ h f f b s f bvf (5d)^' (6s)2 ^ 
where n increases f r o m 0 t o Ik as the atomic number increases, so the 
outer e lec t i ron s h e l l s -vdiich determine the chsnicaland . ce r t a in p h y s i c a l 
p r o p e r t i e s o f the meta ls are the same f o r - a l l the r a r e ear ths . This 
causes d i f f i c u l t y i n separa t ing the metals f rom,one another. The 
(5B) (5P) s h e l l s serve as a. screen f o r the kf e l ec t rons w h i l e the valence 
e l e c t r o n s are e a s i l y removed t o becane conduct ion e l ec t rons . 
A t each l a t t i c e s i t e t he re i s l e f t a h i ^ l y l o c a l i z e d moment due to 
unpai-Jted e l e c t r o n s i n the kf s h e l l , t h i s , moment i s q u i t e w e l l g iven 
. by the a p p l i c a t i o n of Hand's r u l e s Hund (1925).. So -Qie l o c a l i z e d magnetic 
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e l ec t rons c a r r y i n g the ma jo r p a r t of the b u l k magnetic moment are 
t 
d i f f e r e n t f rom, t h e i t i n e r a n t conduct ion e l ec t rons which c o n t r i b u t e 
l i t t l e magnetic moment, these e l ec t rons are important i n connection 
V i t h the magnetic p roper t i es^ . p r i m a r i l y as a coup l ing mechanism 
between l o c a l i z e d kf: e l e c t r o n s , t h i s i s discussed i n sone d e t a i l by 
Cooper (1968) and Chikazumi (1964). This i s on ly a p p l i c a b l e t o the 
heavy r a r e ear ths since the l i ^ t groups are b a s i c a l l y more complex. 
Thus the v a r i a t i o n of the behaviour o f the s t r o n g l y coupled kt s h e l l 
e l e c t r o n s w i l l determine the l a r g e d i f f e r e n c e between the elonents 
of the r a r e ea r th group. . The magnetic moments w i l l a r i se f rom, the 
e l e c t r o n s i n t h i s incomplete 4f s h e l l . The number of the e l ec t rons 
i n the kf s h e l l g e n e r a l l y . increases by one from, one element t o the nex t . 
This s tatement i s not q u i t e c o r r e c t s ince the kf s h e l l p r e f e r s t o be empty, 
h a l f f i l l e d o r completely f i l l e d , 0, 7 or ik- e l e c t r o n s . Therefore Ce 
and l b ( w i t h 1 and 8,. kf e l e c t r o n s ) have the same tendency t o promote 
one kf e l e c t r o n i n t o the ou te r s h e l l . While Eu and Yb ( w i t h 6 and I3 , 
kf e l e c t r o n s ) t end t o e x t r a c t an ex t r a kf e l e c t r o n f r c m the outer s h e l l 
i n o rder t o reach t h e s tab le s t r u c t u r e . This e x t r a kf e l e c t r o n \d i ich 
i s r e l a t e d t o t h e conduct ion e l e c t r o n s w i l l c o n t r i b u t e t o the change i n 
seme o f the p r o p e r t i e s of t h e meta ls . On the bas i s of the t o t a l e l e c t r o n 
s p i n i n the kf s h e l l , i t i s poss ib le t o d i v i d e the r a r e ea r th metals 
i n t o two sub-groups^ the Cerium sub-group ( l i g h t ) which extends f r o m 
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Cerium' t o Gadol inium, i n ^ i c h the seven vacant s t a tes w i t h sp in up 
are success ive ly f i l l e d . (Lanthanum may be i nc luded a l t h o u ^ i t may 
no t be considered a r a r e ea r th meta l because i t does, not .have kf 
e l e c t r o n s ) . The second sub-group i s the Y t t r i u m (heavy) , f r c m Terbium 
t o Lutetium..-vdaich corresponds t o the successive f i l l i n g aS - ^ sp in 
s t a t e s . Evan though t h i s d i v i s i o n i s used. Europium, Gadolinium and 
Terbium may be i nc luded i n e i t h e r group depending on the p r o p e r t i e s 
considered. The v a r i a t i o n between the two sub^-.gTOups i s due t o the 
e f f e c t o f the d i f f e r e n c e s i n the dimensions of the atoms. The atomic 
r a d i u s o f the l i g h t r a r e eairths'decreases s l i g h t l y f rom about 1.8 A° 
t o about l.k2.A° as the atomic number increases f r o m 57 f o r - L a t o 71 
f o r Lu . The except ions are Y t t e rb ium, and Europium which behave as d i v a l e n t 
ions i n a m e t a l l i c phase. The .wave f u n c t i o n of the kf e lec t rons i s 
considered t o be concentra ted towards the nucleus by the s t rong coulomb 
a t t r a c t i o n of the e f f e c t i v e nuc lear charge. The heav ie r the nucleus 
the l a i ^ e r i t s p o s i t i v e charge and the s t ronger the a t t r a c t i o n o f the 
e l e c t r o n s . This caiises t h e d i e l l t o be p u l l e d I n , thus the atoms of the 
heavy r a r e e a r t h meta ls have a smal le r m e t a l l i c r a d i u s . The heavy 
metals c r y s t a l l i z e i n a noimal hexagonal close packed (hep) f o r m , a t 
room temperature and below. . The one except ion i s Y t t e rb ium vdi id i 
c r y s t a l l i z e s i n face cen t red cubic ( f e e ) and has two conduction e lec t rons 
•with a c losed kf s h e l l . This changes t o a body cen t red cubic (bcc). phase 
a t h igh , temperature . The hexagonal s t r u c t u r e i s const ructed.by s tacking 
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jtwo hexagonal l aye r s A and ,B. However, the hep s t r u c t u r e found i n the 
l i ^ t group i s cons t ruc t ed by s tacking three hexagonal l aye r s A, B and 
•C, i n order ABAC w i t h the r e p e t i t i o n i n t e r v a l a long the c -ax i s twice as 
l a r g e as i n the nonnal s t r u c t u r e \ihile f o r Samarium the c o n s t r u c t i o n 
i s even more compl ica ted . D e t a i l s of c r y s t a l s t ruc tu res are g iven 
i n Table ^ . - l . 
. The r a t i o c/a f o r the heavy ser ies v a r i e s between 1.57 and 1.59 
which i s s l i g h t l y d i f f e r e n t f rom, the i d e a l value o f I .653. . This i s 
a l so t r u e f o r ' Y t t r i u m and Lu te t ium which r e s p e c t i v e l y have u n f i l l e d and 
f u l l y f i l l e d kf s h e l l s , w h i l e f o r the l i g h t ser ies c/a. ranges f r o m . I . 6 I 
t o 1.62 .and . i s c lose r t o t h e i d e a l v a l u e . , More complicated s t ruc tu re s 
e x i s t f o r ' Lanthanum, Praesod^ium and Neodymium ( the c/a r a t i o i s 5*2) 
and Samarium w i t h a c r y s t a l s t r u c t u r e i n ^ i c h c/a i s 7.2. The r e s u l t i n g 
d i f f e r e n c e i n the r a t i o c/a between, the members of the r a re ea r th i s 
due t o t h e d i f f e r e n c e , i n the s t a c k i n g sequence, Gsehneidner (1961). 
k,'^ Magnetic P rope r t i e s 
The c h a r a c t e r i s t i c magnetic p r o p e r t i e s of the ra re ear ths d i f f e r 
f rom, those o f the ferromagnets o f the i r o n group. One of t h e most 
i n t e r e s t i n g p r o p e r t i e s i s the f a c t t h a t f i v e of them (Tb, By, Ey, Ho 
and Hn.) show an t i fe r rcmagne t i sm. over a c e r t a i n range of temperatures and 
t h e o r d e r i n g i s f o u n d t o be s p i r a l o r ' h e l i c o d a l . Magnetic measurements 
on. the heavy groigjs are d i f f i c u l t since they a l l have extremely h i g h 
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magne toc rys t a l l i ne a n i s o t r q p y and. f i e l d s o f up t o 70 Koe. may not 
be s u f f i c i e n t t o sa tura te , p o l y c r y s t a l l i n e samples. The measurement of 
the spontaneous magnet iza t ion . I near the Curie teniperature was not 
s 
easy t o c a r r y out due t o the f a c t t h a t these m a t e r i a l s have a complex 
magnetic s t r u c t u r e above t h e Curie p o i n t and could be changed t o a 
f e r r cmagne t i c by the a p p l i c a t i o n of a f i e l d of a few, thousand oersted. 
Moreover, the a i rangonent of t h e magnetic moments i n the fer romagnet ic 
r e g i o n i s no t a simple p a r a l l e l al ignment i n most cases except f o r 
• Gadolinium, which possesses a noimal fer romagnet ic s t r u c t u r e . Magnetiza-
t i o n measurements have been c a r r i e d out by many workers and a l i s t of 
r e fe rences i s g iven a t t h e end o f t h i s chapter . 
As mentioned above the magnetic e l ec t rons i n fer romagnet ic r a re earth' 
metals a r i s e f r o m . t h e incomplete kf s h e l l and the magnetic moment of 
t h i s se r ies i s determined by the number o f kf e lec t rons -vdiich increases 
. r e g u l a r l y , f r o m . 0 f o r ' L a t o l^f f o r ' " L u . Ihe e l ec t rons i n t h i s s h e l l are 
l i k e those i n the 5d s h e l l of the t r a n s i t i o n meta ls , except t h a t i n 
r a r e ea r t h metals the u n f i l l e d kf s h e l l i s screened f rem the c r y s t a l 
f i e l d :by the 5s and 5p c losed s h e l l e l e c t r o n s . . This makes the 
c i y s t a l l i n e f i e l d j l e s s e f f e c t i v e than the LS coup l i ng . The kf s h e l l w i t h 
o r b i t a l quantum £ =5 has seven o r b i t a l s , the magnetic quantum-numbers• 
o f Which are - 5,. - 2, - 1, 0^  1, 2, and. 3, these are f i l l e d w i t h f o u r t e e n 
e l ec t rons (accord ing t o the P a u l i p r i n c i p l e each o r b i t can have two 
• e l e c t r o n s ) h a l f w i t h s p i n up and h a l f w i t h spin , down.- . The- va lue o f the 
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t o t a l angu la r mcmentum'Jshown i n Table 14.2 i s c a l c u l a t e d by J = L - S 
f o r a: s h e l l l e s s than h a l f f u l l (n < 7) and J = L + S f o r more than 
h9.1f f i l l e d s h e l l (n > 7). The e f f e c t i v e magnetic moment cou ld be 
c a l c u l a t e d by 
M e f f [r(J + 1) ii. 
eh 
where i s the Bohr magneton = ^^^^ , and. g. i s t he Lande 
s p l i t t i n g f a c t o r . 
_ J(J+1) + SfS+l ) - -L(LH-l) 
g _ x + 2 J ( J - K L ) ^ - - ' 
The exper imenta l va lues of M ^ ^ ^ and those obta ined by t h e o r e t i c a l 
c o n s i d e m t i o n s are p l o t t e d i n F igure 1+. 1. E x c e l l e n t agreement i s 
dbservedi except f o r Samarium, and Europium. With these two, the values 
o f L and S are such t h a t vhen they are a n t i - p a r a l l e l the value o f L-S 
i s sma l l and the energy d i f f e r e n c e between the s ta tes of an i o n f o r 
t h e two lo-west va lues o f J i s smal l because i t i s p r o p o r t i o n a l t o the 
d i f f e r e n c e i n the va lue of J ( J + l ) . - Even though, the d i f f e r e n c e i n 
enerQT between the s t a tes w i t h h i ^ e s t and w i t h the lowest value o f 
J i s l a r g e the two separate values f or M^^^ -vdiich was c a l c u l a t e d by 
Van Vleek (1932) f o r Sm. and Eu d i f f e r i n the values assumed f o r the 
screening c o e f f i c i e n t s , r ep re sen t i ng the e f f e c t o f the e l ec t rons 
s i i r rounding t h e nucleus i n reduc ing the a c t i o n of the nuclear charge 
upon the It-f e l e c t r o n s which are used i n c a l c u l a t i n g the separat ion term 
'between the ground and the f i r s t e x c i t e d s t a t e . 
•ujDj6ynuj-2 1N31M0I^ Dli3N9VI^ 
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The Cur ie temperature of the elements vdiich.. e x h i b i t ferromagnetism 
decreases w i t h i nc r ea s ing atomic number. , A t a. c e r t a i n temperature 
above the Cur ie p o i n t these elonents become a n t i f e i r o m a g n e t i c . The 
t r a n s i s i t i o n i s c l e a r l y , observed i n the magnet iza t ion and neutron 
d i f f r a c t i o n experiments. I n . the paiamagnetic r e g i o n the magnet iza t ion 
increases -with the decrease cf the toapera ture as i n most paramagnetic 
m a t e r i a l s , , t he increase i n temperature i s p r o p o r t i o n a l t o inverse o f 
the s u s c e p t i b i l i t y . As the temperature decreases the magnet iza t ion 
reaches a maximum and then decreases and the s t r u c t u r e w i l l become 
a n t l f e r r o m a g n e t i c a t the IJeel p o i n t . . With a f u r t h e r decrease i n 
temperature the Ci i r le p o i n t i s reached and the system becomes f e i r o -
magnet ic . Below t h i s p o i n t the spontaneous- • magnet iza t ion increases 
r a p i d l y w i t h decreasing temperature. . From Figure (1+. 2) i t can be seen 
t h a t t h e Neel p o i n t depends upon the magnitude of the e x t e r n a l a p p l i e d 
f i e l d . . I n the case c f I^spros lum f o r example i n a f i e l d o f order of 
12 Koe. or l a r g e r t he re w i l l be no a n t i - f e r r o m a g n e t i c r eg ion and the 
t r a n s i t i o n f r o m paramagnetism, t o ferrcmagnetism w i l l take place a t 
the Neel p o i n t , t h a t i s Heel and Curie p o i n t s w i l l occur a t the 
same temperature . 
k,k - Magnetic s t r u c t u r e 
The magnetic s t r u c t i i r e of the r a r e ea r th metals has been ve ry f u l l y 
i n v e s t i g a t e d , the most regarding, method i s the neutron, d i f f r a c t i o n 
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technique, altiiough, with a few exceptions, there i s agreement with 
other-methods of investigation (single crystal magnetization measurements 
susceptibility measurements and specific heat data) Gadolinium was 
originally• re^rded as normal ferromagnetic over i ts entire ordering 
range, e.g. Legvold .(1953) and E l l i o t t (1953)^ but measurements hy 
Belov (1961,. 1962) indicated that in a weak f ie ld , of the order of a 
few.-oersted magnetization anomalies appear in the region 210 r 250°K 
as shown in f i g . iu3» This suggests that antiferrcmagnetism exists in 
' Gd. with a Neel point of 290°K and a Curie point at about 210°K. 
Neutron diffraction, data, Will et a l . (1964) and Cable et a l . (I968) 
. confirms the ferromagnetic structure and the variation of the e a ^ 
direction with temperature,, the f errctnagnetic moment , is aligned along 
the c-axis. below 289°K, and changes to a cone of easy magnetization 
below 2kcL^Yi, . Those results rule out the suggestion, that Gd may be 
antiferromagnetic. I t is possible that the anomaly, which appeared in 
the measurements of Belov et a l . is due to liie considerable decrease of 
t'^ e anisotropy. energy in. the region 210 - ^0°K. For Terbium the 
he l i ca l magnetic structure occixrs in the temperature range 229°K to 
220°K. A l l the spins are entirely within the basal plane,- but there 
•is a rotation of about 20° from, one layer to the next resulting in a 
he l i ca l arrangement along the [OOOl] direction. . In this temperature 
• range the antif erromagnetism may be changed to ferrcmagnetism by 
application.of a f i e l d greater than 800 Oe. paral lel to the basal plane. 
. Similarly rjysproaum exhibits a he l ica l magnetic structure in the 
temperatiire range from: 179 to 85°K. The rotatipn of the mcaaent from 
, one layer to the next varies from about k2°T'. at 179°K to about 26°!" 
at 87°K. Below 85°K I>ysprogum i s ferromagnetic with an easy direction 
of magnetization along [1120]. A f i e l d of few hundred oersted near 
90°K increasing to 10 Koe at l60°K paral le l to [0001] is needed to 
change the antiferromagnetic to a ferranagnetic structure. . Almost the 
same behaviour as that cf Tb and Dy. i s found in Holmium, i t s he l ica l 
structure occurs from about 132°K to 20°K. In this temperature range, 
the turn angle decreases l inearly from:5I at the Weel tanperature 
to 50° at 20°K;below- 20°K there exists a small ferromagnetic ccmponent 
paral le l to the c-axis and another conponent ronains in the- he l i ca l 
o 
arrangement in the basal plane with an angle of 50 tietween.the moments 
in adjacent-;layers. The field.required to transfer the metal from 
o 
antiferromagnetic to ferronagnetic is about 3 Koe at 35 K, ris ing to 
30 Koe at 100%. The investigation of Erbium by neutron diffraction 
showed different results from.those shown above. Between 84 and 52°K 
the structure is of sinusoidal type with moment paral le l to the [OOOl] 
i 
direction the period of modulation i s seven atonic layers, the magnitude 
changes with direction along the c-axis, while there i s no ordering of 
the mcments perpendicular to che c-axis. Between 5^ °K and 20°K the 
components in the basal plane began to order in a hel ical arrangement 
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and the paral le l components tend, to form a. type- of anti-phase domain 
structure in which several layers witii moments pointing-up are followed 
by an equal number with manents pointing down fonning a square wave. 
Below 20°K ferranagnetic ordering occurs along the [0001] axis, but 
with part cf the total moment remaining hel ical ly ordered in. the (OOOl) 
plane, with an angle of 430° between the moments of adjacent layers^ 
Thus the magnetization l i e s along a cone with semi angle 28.5° frcm 
the c-axis. In. Thulium from about 56 to 40 K there i s a. linear spin-
wave magnetic st2ructure.Ordering of the manents is found only in the 
direction [ DOOl] and varies sinusoidally with a period of seven atomic 
layers. At 4.2°K Thulium, shows an anti-phase domain type structure 
arranged .in alternate groups of four and three pointing up aix^^ down 
along the c-axis. The periodicity of seven is preserved in Ihulium 
between.20 to kO°K and the anti-phase danain structure changes 
gradually, to the cycloidal one. 
. The above discussion is summarized in Fig. • (4.4). 
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CHAPTER 5 
TEE DCMAIN. STRUCOURE OF GADOLINIUM- SINGLE CRISTALS 
5.1 Previous Work 
.Rare earth metals are one of the most d i f f i c u l t group of metals 
to study so f a r as domains are concerned. This.- as has been mentioned 
. previously, i s due to the high impurity normally involved i n the .metal. 
L i t t l e work has been done i n t h i s f i e l d except f o r that of Bixss et 
,a l . . ,(.1963) and Bates et a l . . (1964), both using-the B i t t e r technique 
with a modif ied c o l l o i d . - Birss et a l . observed needle-shaped domains 
running, p a r a l l e l to the c-axis a t a temperature...of about 268°K while 
Bates et - a l . observed a. va r ie ty of structures at temperatures i n the 
range l80°K to 210°K. These observations d i d not y i e l d enou^ detai led 
irtformation to enable the complete dcmain structure to be elucidated, 
tha t i s , , to decide the in t e rna l dcmain structure and -vAiether surface 
poles, were present or complete or p a r t i a l f l u x cont inui ty achieved 
by closure domains. Both authors suggested that the poor resul ts were 
due to the, low anisotrcpy and also the spontaneous magnetization being 
low conrpa.red wi th that of cobalt. I t is,-however, more l i k e l y that the 
poor reso lu t ion they obtained was due t o the strong Influence of the 
presence of oxide inclusions on the dcmain structure and perhaps also 
to the residual s t r a in r e su l t i ng from,these inclusions. 
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5»2 Present work 
Gadolinium i s essent ia l ly d i f f e r e n t from the other ferrcanagnetic 
rare earths i n that i t exhibi ts noimal ferromagnetism over i t s ent i re 
ordering range. . Torque measurements of the anisotrqpy constantsof 
gadolinium, have been made by Corner et a l . (19^2) and Graham (1962). 
Corner et a l . included, the constant to describe the torque curves 
-obtained, \diere Graham used, only and K^ o The va r i a t i on of the aniso-
tropy constant with, temperature along with the value of magnetization 
ace shown i n F ig . 5.I0 The easy d i rec t ion i s the c-axis between Curie 
temperature 290°K and 2kO°K, Below 2ko\ the easy d i rec t ion l i e s on 
a cone about the c-axis. The angle 6 between the'easy d i rec t ion and the 
c-axis reaches the maximum value of -70° at 220°K, where at .57«5°K the 
d i r e c t i o n of easy magnetization l i e s at an angle of 5 0 ° . However, 
o 
Graaam reports that the e a ^ d i r ec t i on is i n the basal plane below 225 K 
these resu l t s being, shown i n Fig. 5 .2 . The measurements of Corner et 
a l . were confirmed by Nigh ( I963) and by the neutron d i f f r a c t i o n 
measi'.rements of Cable et a l . (1968). 
The basal plane magnetocrystalline anisotropy constant Kj^ has been 
determined by E6,rby et a l . (1964) and Graham (1967). • This was found to be 
^e^ry small and of the order of 10^ erg/cviP and has. a maximum value of 
about 2.6 X 10^ erg/cvP at 4.2°K. , This constant contributes to the 
anisotropy energy below l60°K. Measurements have been made with s t ra in 
-ISOk 
-200 
SO lOO ISO 200 250 3 0 0 
FIG-5-3Magnetottriction cons-iantt of Gd; A q c ' * ^ ^ * magneto 
sin 'ct ion parallel toC^ and AqA^^ o ^ resulting from magnetization 
from zero t o saturation parallel to C • (Bozorth et a l . ) 
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gauges of the magnetostriction of single c iys ta l s of gadolinium. 
Bozorth et a l . (1962), The four constants necessary f o r a description 
of a hexagonal c rys ta l have been evaluated over the temperature range 
of 4°K t o above the Curie point . - Using f i e l d s up. to 30 Koe the 
resul t s are shown i n F ig . 5»3^ where >*q^  and are the deformations 
p a r a l l e l and peirpendicular to c-axis yhen the unmagnetized c rys t a l 
was magnetized t o saturation. 
The present work w i l l provide experimental evidence of the i n t e i n a l 
cagnetic domain structure as w e l l as the nature of the s u p e r f i c i a l domains 
at a surface perpendicular to the c-axis. Also the resul ts of a study 
cf the e f f e c t of magnetic f i e l d as we l l as var ia t ions of temperature 
are presented. The varia. t ion of the structure wi th the thickness of 
t he specimen has been investigated. ' 
The inves t igat ion of domain structure on gadolinium began on a 
small sample i n •vAaich a large amount o f oxide inclusion was present. 
The sample was f i r s t mounted i n the mounting p las t i c N.H.P. 2031/19 
as mentioned i n Chapter two, a f t e r pol ishing evaporation of dry c o l l o i d 
took place a t temperature of 274°K. Fig. 5 » ^ shows a s t ra in pattern 
•vAiich i s produced as a r e su l t of the mounting p l a s t i c , with no 
i n d i c a t i o n of domain structure. Since the chanical pol ishing revealed 
the underlying oxide inclusions and since these were present i n a large 
quantity i t was decided t o anjieal the specimen i n vacuum-at a temperature 
of 680°K f o r 5 hours t o re l ieve the s t r a i n and then a veiy s l i s i i t 
c 
4< 
I n n ' - • i i 
P^iS. 5.4. a- S t ra in Pattern found on Gacloliniuni Single Crys ta l , 
b - Domain Pattern on the same surfpce at 27a\ 
( magnetic f i e l d of 300 Oe. aT^plied normar to the 
surface) 
C 
^ H 
J^ 'iiE^ ' 5«5 ' a- 180 Domain on<lolo> surface (300 Oe. applied, 
along c - a x i s ) . 
b - Dagrers of Reverse Magnetisation on Ooio)* surf'-ce 
(300 Oe. applied along a-axis?). 
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chemical polish was given to remove the minute scratches. A t y p i c a l 
demain pattern was obtained at 2'jk'~'K with a f i e l d of 5OO Oe, applied 
. normal to the surface a s shown i n Fig. -5.to. . This reveals the strajn^ 
influence of the inclusions on the domain structure and i t was decided 
ihat no further useful w:ork could be carried out on th i s sanrpleo 
Work was therefore started on the sample -fthich. was previously 
^ treated by s o l i d state e l e q t r o l y s i s . , This was done in order to eliminate 
or at l e a s t to allow oxide contained to be aggregated together into 
large inclusions-leaving c l e a r areas for the p-urpose of domain study. 
5.5 Domain structure on a surface containing the C°axis at 2jk°K, 
Observations were made at- 274 K -v^iere the anisotropy constant 
has very nearly, i t s maximum value'2,4-x 10^'erg/cm^, the easy-direction 
being along the c-axis. In addition the magnetization attained a value 
of about 950 e.m.u. per caPo . Clear dcmain patterns have been observed 
on a l l prepared surfaces a t t h i s temperatureo There i s no difference 
between the patterns observed on <1120 and <10iO surfaces. This i s 
not surprisizig since the material i s very-nearly isotropic i n the 
basal plane .(k|^= O) at t h i s temperature. A t y p i c a l structure i s sho-wn 
in Fig. 5.5,(a,b) on a <101O surface. Here the pattern shown consists 
of 180° p a r a l l e l walls and the spacing, was greatly; different a t 
different regions on the surface. This resulted from, the plates of 
P i g . 5.6. a- Domain s t r u c t u r e on / l l ? 0 > surface near ed^e of th--
specimen at -74 K. (magnetic f i e l d o f 300 Oe. anplie-^ ' 
along c - a x i s ) . 
b- I n t e r p r e t a t i o n of a. 
o 1 
w 
nr. a- TOomain s t r u c t u r e on <1120> surfaoe near edge of the 
specimen at ?74°K. (magnetic f i e l d of 300 Oe. a p p l i e d 
along c - a x i B ) . 
b- I n t e r p r e t a t i o n a. 
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oxidfi -viiich are distributed randomly in tlie body of "the specimen with 
the e=axis normal, to the .plane of the oxide. Fig. 5.6a and. 5.7a 
are near the edge of a <1120> surface. In Fig. 5«6a the formation of 
closure structures may be c l e a r l y seen, but these-do not give complete 
flu x closure and s t i l l there are areas of free poles on the basal plane 
surface. - Reverse daggers are also evident. Fig.. 5»6b gives a 
suggested intejrpretation of 5.6a.. • A t e s s ccnrplicated structure 
obtained a t another point near the edge of a <L120> surface i s seen 
in F i g . 5.7 along with a suggested, interpretation. .Here i t i s again 
• evident that the minimization, cf energy involves the formation of both 
reverse daggers and closure domains,, but there are s t i l l free poles on 
the basal plane surface. Since similar patterns are observed on the 
two perpendicular surfaces i t would not' be expected that the l80° 
boundaries between the main dcmains would be constrained t c l i e i n any 
pa r t i c u l a r ciystallographic plane so long, as i t contained, the c-axis. 
5.4 Domain structure on Basal Plane Surface at-
As may be expected of any uniaxia l ferrcmagnetic material the 
pattern observed on the basal plane surface i s Very coaplex, and that 
there i s no preferred, direction of wall alignment thus confirming the 
isotropy of magnetic properties in. the basal plane a t t h i s temperature. 
Hi i s structu3?e changes i n a consistent fashion in. going to thin layers. 
With a decrease of the specimen thickness the domain structure i s 
simplified as will.be discussed l a t e r . . 
Fig.5.8. (a-d) Domain S t r u c t u r e on "O-lPO)) surface. Msgneti; 
f i e l d a p p l i e d along c - a x i s . 
a- 1?0 Oe., b- 2?0 Oe., c- 300 Oe., d-560 Oe. 
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• A l l the patterns shown at 27i|-°K have been obtained by the 
modified., c o l l o i d using secondary butyl alcohol. 
5.5 • The behaviour of patterns under the effect of magnetic f i e l d 
5.5*1 • Applied.field p a r a l l e l to the surface-under observation 
Application of a small magnetic f i e l d usually causes the movonent 
of Blocit -walls so that favourably oriented domains groW; in, volume. 
At higher f i e l d s regions of inverse magnetized donains or entire dctnains 
of such type suddenly collapse. This i s observed on a <1120> sxirface 
•when, a magnetic f i e l d i s applied along the c-axis as shown in Fig. 
5.8' (a-d), the walls remains s t r a i ^ t and p a r a l l e l during t h i s movement 
except near impurities -fcSiich pin the movement of the walls. The change 
in width of the dcmains continues u n t i l a second stage , i s reached -where 
the -walls are seen to collapse and. disappear. On reducing the f i e l d 
the walls gradually reappear. I t can be seen that as the. f i e l d 
increases deposits of c o l l o i d appear on alternate dcmains in addition 
to the deposit along the walls. This may be due to the applied 
magnetic f i e l d not being.accurately p a r a l l e l to the surface but having 
a aual l normal component -vdaich polarises -the colloid. I f the domain 
magnetization i s ,also not qui-be p a r a l l e l to the^, surface the c o l l o i d 
•w-ill then deposit p r e f e r e n t i a l l y on alternate dcmains >Aiere the surface, 
p o l a r i t y i s appropriate. The application of magnetic f i e l d s of up to 
ll^OO Oe along the b-axis i n the basal plane., are shown in f i g . 5«9(a-d). 
P i g . 5.9. (a-d) Domain S t r u c t u r e on Basal Plane. Magnetic f i e l d 
a p p l i e d along b - a x i s . 
a- IPO Oe., b- 56O Oe., c- 1000 Oe., d- I.40O Oe. 
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• Up.to 120 Oe there, i s no appreciable change i n structure though the 
pontrast of the pattern improves. . An increase "to 56O Oe produces a 
noticeable change i n the secondary structure, the colloid.free regions 
rotating so as to l i e along the f i e l d ; direction, except \Aiere the 
main wall alreatfy l i e s along t h i s direction -ftiien they, disappear. The 
general pattern, also expands s l i ^ t l y i n the b-direction. !I3iis 
extension proceeds as the f i e l d strength i s increased. In Fig.5.9c 
the structure retains the same features as in Fig. - 5 . 9 a but i s subject 
to considerable distortion. At 1^00 Oe, as i n Fig. 5*9(i, the structure 
, i s beccming: l e s s well defined,, -vralls appear to be breaking up and the 
colloid-free secondary structure has either ccmpletely.-disappeared or 
become greatly modified. . With higher" f i e l d s i t i s d i f f i c u l t to obtain 
a s a t i s f a c t o r y pattern" and -this may be due to the effect of the 
demagnetizing f i e l d associated -with the Qxide.-: inclusions. The h i ^ 
f i e l d w i l l produce an increased density of free poles at the ends of 
the inclusions adjacent to the surface of .the specimen which w i l l 
greatly, e f f e c t the c o l l o i d pattern. 
5.5 .2 .Effect of small normal applied f i e l d 
The behaviour of basal plane structures, under the influence of 
noimal f i e l d i s such that when a f i e l d of ± 3OO Ge i s applied the 
pattern obtained w i l l be ccanplementaiy. This i s due to the presence 
o 
F i g . 5.10. Domain S t r u c t u r e on Basal Plane surface at ?7A K 
w i t h Ma^neti'" f i e l d a p p l i e d p a r a l l e l t o the c-axis, 
a 300 Oe. b- +300 Oe. 
P i g . 5.11. (a-d) A s e r i e s o f p a t t e r n s observed on Basal Plane 
showing the e f f e c t o f r o t a t i o n o f the Magnetic f i e l d 
(300 Oe.). The d i r e c t i o n of the a p p l i e d f i e l d i s 
i n d i c a t e d by the arrows. 
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of areas of free poles on the surface which selectively, a t t r a c t the 
polarised colloid.. . The end of reverse daggers axe v i s i b l e and. there 
are also regions v±Lich do not c o l l e c t c o l l o i d with either direction 
of-magnetic f i e l d . . These may be regions with, magnetization p a r a l l e l 
to the surface (closure structure) t h i s i s shown i n Fig. 5.10(a,b)» 
5.5 .5 'Effect of the rotation of the f i e l d on the basal plane structure 
The application of a magnetic f i e l d of about Oe p a r a l l e l to 
the surface would not be expected to produce any change in the main 
.domain configuration on. the-basal plane but i t might be expected to 
produce changes i n the closure sti^ictures since the basal plane i s 
magnetically isotropic a t 27^°Ko . Fig. '^oll(a-d.) shows how the structure 
changes as a f i e l d of ^ 00 Oe was applied p a r a l l e l to the surface. 
There are changes i n the orientation of the f i n e structure, but the 
general pattern remains unchanged, 
5.6 '.Behaviour of Patterns a t Lo-wer Temperatiore 
5.6 .1 . Surface containing C-axis 
With the decreasing temperature, the anisotropy constant decreases 
rapidly and k^ changes sign at about 2i(-5°K as shewn i n Fig. 5 .1 . As 
a resu l t , of t h i s a. d r a s t i c reorientation of dcsnains takes place. • The 
ef f e c t of reducing the temperature on the patterns on a <1120 plane 
i s shown, i n Fig. 5«12(a-d). As the temperature f a l l s the -walls beccane 
c 
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F i g . 5.1?. (a-d) E f f e c t o f Temperature on Patt e r n s observed 
on <^ll.?0j> s u r f a c e . 
a- ?70°K, b- P6O"K, C - ?5O'K, d- 13O''K ( d r y c o l l o i d ) 
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l e s s well defined and disappear completely at 2kO°K. Some -wall motion 
takes place,, but t h i s i s probably r e s t r i c t e d by the presence of 
impurities. A limited degree of movejusnt can be seen to have taken 
place, in. Fig. 5.12c. . When the temperature f a l l s below 2.kO°K a new 
. type of structure^would be expected owing to the rotation of the easy 
dir e c t i o n away from :the c-axis Fig. 5 .2 . A,definite and repeatable 
o 
pattern, such as that shown i n Fig.. 5.12d at- I30 K i s observed and 
a s i m i l a r type of pattern -was obtained a t lo-wer temperatures down to 
that of l i q u i d nitrogen. Ihese patterns - were obtained by using a .dry 
. colloid, technique. I t i s d i f f i c u l t to interpret such patterns and i t 
i s not c l e a r i f such observed patterns represent a, true magnetic 
domain or j u s t patterns resulting from the cooling of the specimen 
since the thermal expansion of pure gadolinium may be expected to be 
different frem that of other impurities included i n the specimen. This 
may give r i s e to a s t r a i n which may considerably modify the magnetic 
demain structure. 
5.6..2 On basal plane 
The behaviour of the basal plane pattern at- low tanperatures can 
be seen a t Fig. 5 . 1 5(a-c). When, the temperature i s reduced from: 27l^ -°K 
to 250°K the basal pattern becomes l e s s -well defined. At f i r s t the 
colloid-free region reduces i n size and then the pattern becomes l e s s 
d e f i n i t e , though i t r e t a i n s t h e . ^ n e r a l characteristics of the i n i t i a l 
a- ?70 K 
F i g . 5.13. (a-c) E f f e c t o f Temperature 
on Basal Plane P a t t e r n s . 
b- ?50 K 
c- 130°K ( d r y c o l l o i d ) 
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pattern. • Below- 250% patterns are d i f f i c u l t to observe owing to the 
rapid, decrease i n the anisotropy. When the region of conical 
magnetization i s reached repeatable patterns can again be obtained. 
Biey have the same c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s as those obtained...on <112Q> 
surfaces a t the same tanperature, a t y p i c a l example being shown in 
. Fig. 5«15c. I t may again be said that these low temperature patterns 
are the r e s u l t of thermal stresses due to cooling of the sample and 
perhaps a r e s u l t of -the d i f f e r e n t i a l thermal expansion of the metal 
and the oxide inclusions. 
5.7 ' Variation of domain width, with the specimen thickness 
The complexity- and the width of the domain structure in gadolinium 
i s a function of the specimen thickness as in "the case of other 
uniajcial ferromagnetic materials. Due to the presence of oxide 
inclusions i n the gadolinium metal in the form, of small sheets dis-
tributed inside the bulk material a layer of pure gadolinium may be 
sand.wiched bet-ween one cf. these inclusions and the specimen surface. 
This might be considered as a f i l m of varying thickness and the. 
structure observed on the surface -will, depend, on. the thickness of 
th i s layer. To show, that the variation of the pattern on' the basal 
plane i s due to the thickness change another experiment has been 
performed -vtiere the same region cn the surface could be followed. Two 
pieces of set mounting, materials were cut of ide n t i c a l shape. One 
P i g . 5.14. ( a - f ) Series o f Pa t t e r n s on Basal Plane a f t e r successive 
l a y e r s ^ o f Gadolinium have been removed ( d r y c o l l o i d ) , 
ci"t 2 Y 4 K • 
I ! 
F i g . 5.15. (a-h) The v a r i a t i o n of The Domain width wi th the 
Crys ta l thickness, the thickness increases 
progre-s ive ly from a to h, ?7'4 K. 
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piece vas p laced on the microscopic moving stage and had.3 p ins mounted 
i n i t . These p ins l o c a t e d i n three correspondiJig holes i n the other 
piece o f mounting m a t e r i a l i n which was. mounted the specimen ( t h i s -
mount was t h i n n e r than the specimen thus exposing p a r t of the specimen 
f o r c o o l i n g purposes) . By matching the p ins t o the holes the same 
p o s i t i o n o f the specimen under the microscope could alirays be achieved 
and the same r e g i o n o f i t s surface be seen f o r study. F ig s . ^clk{&-f) 
show a s e r i e s cf p a t t e r n s obta ined a f t e r successive' l ayers o f the pure 
gadol inium, had been removed by chemical p o l i s h i n g . , F i n a l l y the p a t t e r n 
disappeared, complete ly when the oxide i n c l u s i o n appeared, over the whole 
r e g i o n which had been covered by a p a t t e r n o f u n i f o r m type. This i s 
evidence t h a t the v a r i a t i o n of the domain on basal, plane is . due t o change 
i n the th ickness cf the m a t e r i a l s . • A se lec ted area frem, the surface 
wap chosen which showed the v a r i a t i o n of the domain wid th w i t h t h i c k -
ness i s shown i n F i g . 5 . 1 5 ( a - h ) . I n a t h i n f i l m the pa t te rns cons i s t 
o f smooth domains w i t h o u t a surface s t r u c t u r e . As. the specimen t h i c k -
ness increases the w a l l s d i v i d e f o r m i n g spikes of reverse magnet iza t ion 
and c losu re domains and. these may be d i v i d e d f u r t h e r f a m i n g a v e i y ' 
cempl ica ted s t r u c t u r e . Itiis s i t u a t i o n i s conf i rmed i n F i g . 5 .6 . This 
I s one f o n n o f t h e complex p a t t e r n ^ i c h may be dbsejrved a t the <112Q> 
su r f ace . 
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F i g . 5 . l 6 ( a - c ) shows the p a t t e r n observed on a <10iO> surface 
near t h e b a s a l plane "viiere the i n c l u s i o n separates the gadol in ium metal 
i n the form, of a wedge shape, as shown schemat ica l ly . The domain 
s t r u c t u r e v a r i e s f r q m a simple one F i g . 5 » l 6 a t o a more complicated one 
as the th ickness increases , F i g . 5.16c. An in termedia te s t r u c t u r e , 
F i g . 5 » l 6 b appears -vAxen the s ize of the domain r e g i o n w i t h magnet iza t ion 
pe rpend icu l a r t o the c -ax i s i s ccmparable t o the one w i t h magne t iza t ion 
a l o n g the c - a x i s . 
5.8 Honeycomb s t r u c t u r e observed on G-d. s i ng l e c i y s t a l 
Honeyconb stiTictures have been created and s tud ied on va r ious 
f e r r c m a g n e t i c c r y s t a l s ; on magnetoplumbite by Kaczer e t a l . ( I 9 6 1 ) , 
on c o b a l t by Wyslocki e t a l . (1965) , and on Mn^ffie^ c i y s t a l by 
Wrzecione e t a l . (1966). The s t r u c t u r e s were dea l t w i t h as main, dcmains 
runn ing t h r o u ^ the body of t h e specimen and not as merely s u p e r f i c i a l 
s t r u c t u r e s on a sur face perpend icu la r t o the c^axis . . To create such 
a s t r u c t u r e a f i e l d normal o r p a r a l l e l t o the c -ax i s iso needed, the 
magnitude o f such a c r e a t i o n f i e l d i s of a few thousand oers ted dependent 
on the o r i e n t a t i o n of the specimen. 
I n the case o f ^ d o l i n i u m i t was found t h a t a small f i e l d of the 
order o f 100 Oe obta ined f r o m r o d shaped permanent magnet produces a 
honeycomb s t r u c t u r e . I t was found t h a t the same s t r u c t u r e i s obta inable 
w i t h d i f f e r e n t l eng th s of the bar magnet g i v i n g f i e l d s of s l i g h t l y 
P i g . 5'17« ( a - f ) The v n r i a t i o n of Honeycomb Domain vridth wi th 
Crys ta l thickness, the thickness increases progressively 
from a to f , at ?74'k. 
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. d i f f e r e n t magnitudes. At tempts were made t o o b t a i n such a p a t t e r n by 
a p p l y i n g t o the s i i r face a noimal f i e l d produced, by small electromagnets 
f r o m , zero up t o a f e w htmdred oers ted . Only one type of domain, t h a t 
i s the t y p i c a l donain shown b e f o r e , were produced and., there was no 
s i g n o f honeyccmb p a t t e r n . . Though a f i e l d a p p l i e d . p a r a l l e l t o the basa l 
p lane has the same e f f e c t whether i t o r i g i n a t e s f r e m a permanent magnet 
o r e lectramagnet , t h i s struct\n?e may.- be c rea ted as a r e s u l t of non-
• u n i f o r m i t y of the l i n e s o f f o r c e produced by, the peimanent magnets and 
s ince the spin, d i r e c t i o n s w i t h i n the c losure domain are e a s i l y r o t a t e d 
' w i t h r o t a t i o n o f the f i e l d one would expect t h a t a non-uni fo im f i e l d 
would a c c o r d i n g l y c rea te d i f f e r e n t p a t t e r n s . Thus a f i e l d f rom a. r o d 
shape magnet c rea ted a hexagonal l i k e s t r u c t u r e . . The honeycomb s t r u c t u r e 
again i s dependent on the c r y s t a l th ickness as shown i n F ig . . 5 . 1 7 ( a - f ) . 
For sma l l thicknesses the w a l l on the basa l surface has the shape of 
hexagons b u t under a c r i t i c a l th ickness t h i s seems t o b e t r a n s f e r r e d 
t o a c y l i n d r i c a l or r o d shaped dcmaln. With i nc reas ing th ickness the 
• domains grow and a surface s t r u c t u r e begins t o form-.and c l ea r s t a r 
shape p a t t e r n s are formed. As the specimen th ickness increases the 
domains grow f u r t h e r and. the surface s t r u c t u r e becomes more complicated 
and no. longer- looks l i k e honeyconbs. I t seems t h a t there i s an i n t e r -
mediate structu3?e as t h a t obta ined on the edge of < 1 0 i O sur face . F i g . 
5.18 shows a p a t t e r n obtained on-basal plane w i t h lower m a g n i f i c a t i o n . 
F i g . 5.18. Pattern on Basal Plane of Gadolinium observed at 
?74'k vrith f i e l d applied normal to the surface. 
a- 300 Oe. from electromagnet. 
"b- 300 Oe. from permanent magnet. 
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: 5»9• Discuss ion 
I t was observed t h a t -vAien two surfaces i n a gadol inium c r y s t a l 
each c o n t a i n i n g the Cr -ax is were cu t perpendicu la r t o each other , , both 
. surfaces e x h i b i t e d a stiTucture of p a r a l l e l l80° domain w a l l s and the 
i n t e r n a l s t r u c t u r e must t h e r e f o r e cons i s t of a r r ays of l80° dcmains. 
Ihese are not o f a simple p l a n e - p a r a l l e l form, , but of a wavy one as 
i s shown-by t h e f o r m of the basa l plane p a t t e r n s . . The w a l l o f such a 
dona in migh t not i n t e r s e c t a surface con t a in ing : a c -ax is but could be 
c losed w i t h i n the b o ( ^ o f the specimen and. t h i s m i ^ t c o n t r i b u t e t o 
t h e complex i ty o f the s t r u c t i i r e on the basa l p lane . B i i s type of 
dGsnain s t r u c t u r e has a. lower energy than 1iie checke rboa rd a r r ay . 
Ihe problem has been discussed by Goodenough (1956);. who showed t h a t 
the w a l l area assoc ia ted w i t h the checker board a r r ay i s considerably 
reduced, w i t h o u t an apprec iab le increase i n the surface pole energy i f 
the comers are rounded. Then a c c o r d i n g l y the t o t a l surface energy 
w i l l decrease. Examining the edge of the <1120 surface near the basa l 
plane i t was p o s s i b l e t o observe the s t r u c t u r e of the closure domains. 
Ihese c o n s i s t of ve ry smal l reg ions magnetized i n a d i r e c t i o n normal 
t o the easy a x i s ( c - a x i s ) . . They grow, most ly i n . those places where the 
st37ay f i e l d i s l a r g e and make a smooth r e g i o n f o r the t r a n s i t i o n of 
the magne t i za t i on f r a n one domain t o the other of opposite magnet iza t ion . 
Ihose c lo su re domains w i l l e l i m i n a t e completely the e f f e c t of the f r e e 
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• poles a t t h e places viiere- they were produced and i n turn, reduce the 
magnetOStatic energy, however, they w i l l c o n t r i b u t e t o the magneto-
c r y s t a l l i n e a n i s o t r o p y energy t e im . As can be seen f rom the photograph 
the c losu re dcmains are surrounded by an area of f r e e po les . As a 
consequence of t h i s a s u b - d i v i s i o n o f these areas i n t o smaller regions 
o f d i f f e r e n t p o l a r i t y w i l l take p lace and spikes of reverse magnetiza-
t i o n may f o i m i n order t o reduce the density- o f the f r e e poles a t the 
sur face -vAiich i n t u r n w i l l lower the magnetostat ic energy. Hie spikes 
u sua l l y grow i n the middle of domains where the surface charges have 
maximum, demagnet izat ion e f f e c t . The behaviour o f the domain s t r u c t u r e 
on the b a s a l p lane o f a gadolinium, c i y s t a l imder the i n f l u e n c e o f 
magnetic f i e l d i s a l s o a good evidence of the presence o f bo th c losure 
and f r e e , po le e f f e c t s . 'When f i e l d nozmal t o the basa l plane surface 
was a p p l i e d i n t o the paper and then reversed, the dark bands on r e v e r s a l 
of the f i e l d became the l i g h t bands showing t h a t such a p a t t e r n i s one 
of f r e e po l e s a t t he sur face . However, c a r e f u l examination of the 
p a t t e r n on the su r face r evea l s t h a t seme areas are not a f f e c t e d by 
r e v e r s a l of the f i e l d and others are completely unresponsive t o normal 
f i e l d . . That i s , seme areas are not covered w i t h c o l l o i d and. those w i l l 
cheinge d i r e c t i o n as a magnetic f i e l d p a r a l l e l t o the surface i s r o t a t e d . 
Such a r e g i o n c l e a r l y i n d i c a t e s an involvaaent of magnet iza t ion other 
than t h a t p a r a l l e l t o the c - a x i s . 
For gadol in ium^at 2'jk°K the magnetOelastic c o n t r i b u t i o n may be 
neg lec t ed as i t amounts t o on ly about I5& of t h e t o t a l f r e e energy. So 
0 
F i g . 5 . 1 9 . Model r e p r e s e n t i n g the Domain s t r u c t u r i on a Gadol in ium 
s i n g l e C r y s t a l . 
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the va lue o f the m a g n e t o s t r i c t i v e energy w i l l c o n t r i b u t e v e r y l i t t l e t o 
t h e t o t a l energy. The v a l u e of P i s 0.28 compared t o t h a t i n Cobalt a t 274°K 
P .'98^ So i t i s reasonable t o assume t h a t c losure domains and 
surface f r e e poles w i l l be present . . Hius i n gadol inium, the surface 
s t r u c t u r e cons i s t s of a mixed state* A . r e p r e s e n t a t i o n 'of the d i f f e r e n t 
types of s t r u c t u r e i s g iven i n F i g . 5 . I 9 . Gemperle e t a l . (1965) 
assumed a s i m i l a r model f o r the su r f ace s t r u c t u r e of Cobalt a t room 
temperatuTfg. E s t i m a t i o n of the energies i n v o l v e d i n such a model i s 
extremely d i f f i c u l t . 
C r e a t i o n o f a honeyccmb s t r u c t u r e b y the a p p l i c a t i o n o f a normal 
f i e l d . p r o d u c e d b y a peimanent magnet t o the basa l plane i s n o t f u l l y 
unders tood, b u t i t co i i l d be due to the n o n - u n i f o r m i t y of the f i e l d . 
Though t h i s type o f s t ruc tv i re has h i ^ e r energy; compared t o the simple 
p l a t e l i k e s t n i c t u r e , the change i n th ickness o f the sample produced 
change i n the honeycanb s t r u c t i i r e as observed on o ther u n i a x i a l 
m a t e r i a l s . Th i s shows t h a t the s t r u c t u r e i s the main; body domain 
r a t h e r than a s u p e r f i c i a l p a t t e r n . I t i s b e l i e v e d t h a t there are 
s t i l l r eg ions o f c losure s t r u c t u r e w i t h magne t iza t ion p a r a l l e l t o 
the basa l plane ex i s t ing :be tween the hexagonal s t r u c t u r e but these 
reg ions disappear as the th ickness of the specimen i s reduced. 
The presence of c losure s t r u c t u r e s w i t h magnet iza t ion d i f f e r e n t 
f r o m , t h a t o f the c -ax i s may c o n t r i b u t e t o the anomalies which appeared 
i n the measurements of magne t i za t ion of Belove et a l . ( I 9 6 2 ) . 
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• i CHAPTER 6 
DOMAHJ STEUCTUBE OF ERBIUM SHJGLE CRYSTALS 
601 I n t r o d u c t i o n 
Terbium f o l l o w s ^ d o l i n i u m . i n the heavy ra re ear th group, hav ing 
p r o p e r t i e s s i m i l a r i n many ways t o those of ^ d o l i n i u m - However, 
Terbium e x h i b i t s an t i f e r r cmagne t i sm i n the range o f temperature 228°K 
o 
t o 222 K. U n l i k e gadol in ium i t has a h i ^ u n i a x i a l an iso t ropy which 
s t r o n g l y f a v o u r s magne t i za t ion i n the basa l p lane . I n t h i s plane there 
i s a smal le r a n i s o t r o p y which f avour s magnet iza t ion along the b - a x i s . 
The v a l u e o f basa l p lane an i so t ropy constant.-, k^^^^ v a r i e s f r c m 2*k x 10^ 
erg/cnP a t k°K t o about 2 x 10^ erg/cm^ a t l40°E -vdiile the u n i a x i a l 
an i so t ropy constant k-j^  changes f r c m 5.5 x . l O ^ erg/cm^ a t kll°K t o 
l . i l - X 10^ erg/cnP a t 205°K. . The an i so t ropy data have, been r epo r t ed 
by Ehyne e t a l . (1967) and E l y e t a l . (1968) and the v a r i a t i o n of kj^ ^ 
w i t h temperature i s shown i n F i g - 6,1» He.gland (1963) r e p o r t e d on the 
m a g n e t i z a t i o n data and F i g . 6^2 shows magnet iza t ion as a f u n c t i o n of 
temperature . I t i s c l e a r t h a t the re w i l l be no r o t a t i o n of magnetiza-
t i o n , t o any d i r e c t i o n other than the basa l plane except f o r h igh a p p l i e d 
f i e l d s , t l a t i s the easy d i r e c t i o n remains i n the basa l plane and 
f a v o u r s the [lOlo] d i r e c t i o n . 
There has been no previous r e p o r t cf domain s t r u c t u r e on Terbium 
and t h i s i s p robably due not on ly t o involvement of oxide i n t h i s meta l 
I ' i g . 6.3. (a-n) Domain pat ern observed on Terbium single c ry s t a l 
(dry c o l l o i d ) 
a- on <ll2q> surface at ^ I O ' k . 
b - on dOlO) surface at P I O ' K . 
c- on <11?0> surface pt 130''l<:. 
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but a lso t o the Curie temperature be ing much below, room, temperature 
(T = -222%). 
c 
6.2 ' Present work 
Even though the Terbium specimen has been p u r i f i e d by the method 
of s o l i d s t a t e e l e c t r o l y s i s i t was not poss ib le t o o b t a i n as good a 
specimen as t h a t o f gado l in ium. The oxide had no t aggregated t o f o r m 
p l a t e s w i t h the c - ax i s no ima l t o t h e i r surface as i n the case of 
gado l in ium. There were s t i l l l a rge amounts cf i n c l u s i o n i n the f o r m 
of s m a l l p a r t i c l e s d i s t r i b u t e d a l l over the specimen except i n a 
few. r eg ions \*.ere the surface was m i r r o r ' l i k e and where the domain 
s t r u c t u r e o f Terbium, cou ld be e a s i l y observed. 
Observat ion c f the domain s t r u c t u r e was c a r r i e d out using, the dry 
c o l l o i d technique (evapora t ion o f i r o n i n a Helium atmosphere of 0,2 t o r r . ) . 
A t t a a p t s using, a c o l l o i d suspension i n secondary b u t y l a l c o h o l as 
desc r ibed i n Chapter two, proved unsuccess fu l . No p a t t e r n was observed 
u s i n g d r y c o l l o i d a t 210°K b u t by a p p l y i n g a smal l f i e l d , of the order 
• o f 150 Oe normal t o the sur face under i n v e s t i g a t i o n , a c l e a r p a t t e r n 
was observed on both <1120> and <10i0> sur faces . The r e s u l t s are shown 
i n F i g . 6 .3 (a ,b ) . . Both surfaces show a p l a t e l i k e - domain s t r u c t u r e . 
Examinat ion of the b a s a l plane d i d not r e v e a l any type o f s t r u c t u r e . 
An in-tensive i n v e s t i g a t i o n a t 210°K -was c a r r i e d out i n order t o f i n d 
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out i f there are any closure structux-e present (strictures magnetized 
i n a direction other than the [lOlO] direction)* - Both the < 1 1 2 0 and 
< 1 0 i O surface shov no such structure and this i s not surprising since 
the anisotropy of Terbium is veiy h i ^ and any magnetization along the 
hard direction w i l l involve a large anisotropy energy contribution 
, to the t o t a l energy of the system. 
•6.5 • Pattern at Lover tempemture 
As the tQDperature was lowered i t became more d i f f i c u l t to obtain 
a satisfactory, pattern even at 190°K. . From^ 190°K down to 77°K a 
pattern; l ike that shown in Fig. 6.5c was obtained. . Whether or not this 
represents a domain pattern i s not yet clear. I t is most probably a 
strain pattern l i ke those obtained on gadolinium at-low temperatures, 
even though, the pattern obtained on gadolinium at 130°K is different 
la nature from, that obtained at the same temperature on Iterbium. The 
difference in the two. strain patterns may be due to the fact that in 
gadolinium the magnetization direction rotates f ran the c-ajcis to a 
cone of easy magnetization While i n Terbium, the magnetization always 
l ies in the basal plane. 
6.4 Discussion 
Terbium has a preferred plane of magnetization. On the basis of 
th is , assumptions may be made about the- domain configuration. Kazer (1962) 
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proposed, two possibil i t ies for an i n f i n i t e cylinder with an ea^ 
direction l a i d in the basal plane and non vanishing-basal plane 
anisotropy (kj^ 4 These are shovm in Fig. l<,i)-b. 
The sample of Terbium dealt, with in this work is very nearly 
cubical with dimensions x = 0.257-cmo, y = Qft3Q2 cm.,. and z = 0*2^2 cm. 
There are several different possibil i t ies fo r the dmnain configuration 
Qf a cub^ witl:;i easy plane, of magnetization and kj^ ^ 0 these are -
1. Ift^qn the mgnetization l i e s along only one of the b-axes, as shown 
in Fig. 6. ita. . The free pole density -vdaich appeals on the surfaice 
is I cos e vtieve, 6 = 0 or l 8 0 ° so a = ± I . The to ta l energy of such P s . 
a model is easily calculated sincp the structure simply represents 
a K i t t e l type configuration with free ppies on a <10iO> surface. 
While <112a> surface has a div 1 = 0« 
2. . The second possibi l i ty i s the one i n w;hich the magnetization rotates 
from, one domain to, the n^xt by an angle 6 = 1 2 0 ° , thus there w i l l 
be free poles appearing on both < 1 0 i O and <1120> surfaces and 
and free pole distr ibution w i l l look l ike the one represented in 
Fig. 6.irt). 
5. In this possibi l i ty the ea,sy direction of magnetization forms a 
s ix - fo ld symmetry and the rotation of' magnetization from one dcmain 
to the next w i l l be through 6 = 6o°. The distribution of free poles 
w i l l be cf the type represented, in Fig. 6 .4c. 
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Here the magnetization l ies along two of the b-axes, but not along 
the axis perpendicular to surface under study. Such a structure 
w i l l reduce the- densities of the free poles. The wa,lls w i l l be 
a mixture of 60 and 120 . The distribution of free polarity is 
shown in,Fig. 6,hdm 
Observations on the Terbium single ciystal cut with <10iO> and 
<1120 surfaces perpendicular to each other show, that a structure of 
the type shown in Fig. 6»k& i s not probable since the patterns on botii 
a - and b - planes show similar domain structure with approximately 
the same spacing. I f the Fig. 6,ks, structure were present one would 
exi)ect to see alternate dark and l i ^ t strips on the b-plane and separate 
domain boundaries on the a-plane. 
The'structure shown in Fig. 6.irt) would give rise to alternating 
l i ^ t and dark strips on the b-plBne -vAiile in the a-plane there would 
be strips -vAiich collected no CQlloid under any condition. 
The pbserved structures could not be accounted fo r by a structure 
qtf the type shown in Fig. 6.kc, I t would give rise to different 
distributions of free pole density on the a- and b-:planes,. but there 
would be regions on the a-plane -vAiich' never collected colloid. There 
is l i t t l e visual evidence fo r th is from Fig. 6 « 3 . A calculation cf the 
energy of such a structure has been carried out by Kazer f o r an i n f i n i t e 
cylinder with axis paral lel to the cry s t a l l ographic c-axis. Though the 
boundary conditions" are different f o r the sample used here the calculation 
^ a 
FIG.6 .5 Domoin Structure of o Cube Shopcd 
Trrbium Single C r y s t a l . 
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used i n prinqiple be repeated fo r the appropriate geometry. 
. A structure pf the type i l lustrated i n Fig. 6. i^ d could accord'^  
well with the domain patterns shown in Fig. 6.5 and calculations of the 
domain, spjacing, and ener^ density havQ been made fo r this model. 
6.5 -Energy calculation 
An estimate w i l l be made of energy involved in the model shown 
in Fig. 6.5 where there iSia. mixture of domain", walls of 120° and 60° 
type. The energy expression for this model contains terms representing 
the magnetostatic energy and the wall energy. 
. The magnetostatic ener^ due to the free poles on both <1120 
surfaqes .(a-planes) is 
\ 2 
i 
2" ^  
The laagaetostatic enerQr due to the free poles on .both <10lO> surfaces 
: -i • . 
(b-planes) is 
/ I \ 2 
- x? ^ { ~§) * 2D . , . .(6*2) 
E^ = ,yz, 1.7(^Lh.y . 2D . .(6.1) 
equal numbers of 60° and 120° walls are present in this model. Thus 
the wall energy is 
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Assuming that the /^^p^^the wall energy of 1 2 0 ° wall^ is j y^, where 7^ 
i s the energy cf a 5 6 0 ° wal l , and /^^(the energy of a 6 0 ° wall; is 
The t o t a l energy thus 
. \ o t a l = - 0,85 l ^ D + 3yz 0.85 11 D + ^  7, .- . . . ( 6 . 5 ) 
The t o t a l energy per unit volum,e is 
^ n / ' 85 I ^ 2.55 I ^ \ 7 
minimizing obtained f o r domain width 
substitute ''o ~ ^\ ^ "^k 
•vdiere- A is the exchange constant and k^ ^ basal plane anisotropy. 
So 
xy T l k i l -)h 
t (x + 7   5y) 
The minimum energr per unit volume is 
( 6 . 8 ) 
E 
o 
= 2 1 / h J i ^ j n r ( 6 . 9 ) 
s \J xy 4 -.. 
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Insert the value f o r 
X = 0.257 cm, . y = 0.502 cm. 
2k T • 
A = 
a 
. . . 0 . . . . . 
•vdiere Boltzmann constant k = I . 3 8 x lO'"^^ erg/deg. 
Curie Temperature T^ = 222°K 
Lattice parameter = 3-6 x lO" cm. 
Thus A = 1.7 X 10"^ erg/cm. 
The basal plane anisotropy constant at 210°K is k^ ^ = O.18 x 10^ erg/cm^ 
and the saturation magnetization at this temperature 
I = 1556 e.m.u»/cm^ 
s 
So the equilibrium dcmain width is 
= 1.97 i^m 
The average of a large number of domains width was taken and found 
to be 
2D^ = 308 m^ 
^ ° = 1.69 jim 
The enerQT term is obtained from equations 6,8 and 6.9 
E = ^o 
put = 1.69 |jim . 
oa m 
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The corresponding energy term per unit volme is 
4 / 3 •E^ = 1.31 X 10 erg/m^. 
Any disagreement between the calculated value and measured one may 
be due to ,the involvsaent of the oxide inclusion in the metal. 
lOl^ 
CHAPTER 7 
CONCLUSIONS 
7.1Summaiy of Results 
The work presented here deals with the domain structure,of one 
pf the transi t ion metals, cobalt, and two .elements belonging to the 
heavy rare earth subgroup,,gadolinium and teibium. The cobalt single 
crystal is easily obtainable i n a pure fona. -vdaile the rare earth 
elements were d i f f i c u l t to obtain in a. pure form: as far as the oxide 
p,n(i other impurities involved. I t seems from the stu% of the surface 
pf these metals that the inclusion percentage with respect to the 
metal is veiy h i ^ and must be taken as a serious factor to be 
considered -vftienever magnetic or physical properties are consideredo 
A solid state electrolysis treatment was used on these metals i n 
order to obtain satisfactory samples. Biis method was good fo r Gd 
and to a sl ightly less extent for terbium \;hile experiments with 
Dy^rosium^ have not yet yielded samples of satisfactory quality. 
Therefore the domain structure of ly could not be studied. • A nimiber 
of d i f ferent types of dcmainr configurations-fthere observed including 
closure and honeycomb domins i n gadolinium. 
For cobalt crystals the structure observed on both <2 i lO and 
<10iO surfaces shows simple plate-shaped domains magnetized along 
the c-axis. This structure irfcludes a large amount of free pole on 
the surface perpendicular to the c-axis and no closure structure 
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could be observed at the edge of Ihe surface with, the c-axis. Study 
of the surface structure (basal plane structure) proved that the 
surface is one of free poles with no magnetization parallel to the 
surface (perpendicular to the c-axis). However, the difference between 
the measured value of the domain width and the exchange constant and 
. tie calculated one could be due to the fac t that part of Jhe surface 
structure might possess a closure structure and as a consequence of 
this a different equilibrium value must be derived. The- variation of 
the. energy density ra t io P with temperature gives a value dX high 
temperature -fcftiich is in favour cf par t i a l closijre domain development. 
A. veiy interesting, relationship -ms f omd between the length of a 
dagger of reverse ma^etization and the width ef i t s basej for both 
•simple and complex daggers these • were in. direct proportionality. . For 
the vanishing value of the length the??e w i l l s t i l l be a value fo r the 
base which is of a diameter of O.I8 fim and these might represent a 
region where the magnetic moment is directed in the hard direction. 
•Variation cf dcmain width with the temperature was obtained and 
conpared with that of K i t t e l and Landau and Lifshi tz model. I t 'was 
shown to be in agreement with the K i t t e l model. 
I t was much easier to derive a model fo r the domain stnicture 
of gadolinium, than for cobalt. Domain structure on both <10ia> and 
<1120 surfaces proves that "thedcmain consists ma-inly of plates of a 
wavy type magnetized along the c-axis -vdiich change to a ccxaplex type 
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• of pattern' below 240°K. Very interesting resislts were obseized at 
the edge of the .specimen near the basal plane where the closure 
structure appeared -clearly. . A cemplex pattern was observed near the -
edge -vAiich gave explanation fo r the complex nature of the basal plane 
pattern. • However the closure structure made a par t ia l closxai-e of 
f l u x and did not coirpletely. eliminate the free poles on the surface. 
Investigation of the basal plane structure shows that i t is one of 
a mixed type, that is free poles as well as closure domains are 
present. - The variations of domain structure with temperature and 
f i e l d were studied on a l l the three surfaces and these add more 
evidence to the mixed nature of this structure. • Between 2kO°K and 
77'^ K the domain patterns were d i f f i c u l t to analyse, this was due to 
the complex nature of the pattern and this may be due to the inter-
action of the strain induced by cooling, with the magnetic moment. 
Thus the nature of such a pattern is not yet understood. A surprising 
and unexpected pattern was observed -vftien a small f i e l d from-a rod 
shaped permanent magnet was applied noiroal to the basal plane. Eiis 
was a honeyconib structure. . A model was suggested based on the 
observed pattern and i t s behaviour under the f i e l d . . To derive an 
equilibrium width fo r such a structure is complicated by the mixed 
nature of the pattern. No calc-ulation of domain width or the energy 
of the system could be obtained. 
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The domain structure of terbium was expected to be of more 
interest than that of cobalt or ^dolinium since the crystal, has 
the easy direction of magnetization l a i d along the b-axis. A 
variety of possibi l i t ies were suggested for a Tb single crystal ' 
i n the form of a cube. Agreement between the .Suggested model and 
. the • patterns observed on Tb is seen in the model in which the 
danains are magnetized, along the b-j^ . and b^-axes but not the b^ 
axis which is perpendicular to one of the cube surfaces; this w i l l be 
favourable since i t w i l l achieve an appreciable reduction i n magneto-
static energy. Hius the domains observed on < 1 0 i O and < 1 1 2 0 
surface were similar and were of a plate shape-magnetized along b^ 
and bg axes. There was no structure obsei-ved on basal plane yhich in 
. turn confirmed the suggested model. The study of the domain, structure 
of Tb at low temperature presentsthe same d i f f i c u l t i e s as that of 
gadolinium. A pattera was obtained down to 77°K, but i t is very 
complex. I t is not possible to interpret this i n terns of any simple 
model, fo r the magnetization. Again i t was supposed that such a 
pattern i s due to the strain induced by cooling as in the case of 
• Gd. . An energy term was formulated in which two types of domain walls 
were, involved, that of 6 0 ° and 1 2 0 ° walls. An equilibriimi dcanain. 
width was derived and'calculatediThe domain width measured experiment-
ally- agreed well with that calculated for the suggested model. 
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Unfortunately i t was not possible to obtain a pure dysprosim 
sample in order to investigate i t s deiaain stmcture. Although six 
• samples subjected to the method of purificatiPn, were received none 
of them was i n a suitable condition for domain study. 
.7.2 Suggestions fo r further work 
I t w i l l be a very d i f f i c u l t task to cairy out any. further work 
on dopaain structure oji any, member of the rare earth group unless 
veiy. pure metal is obtained. . I t is suggested thatifa sublimed 
ciystal be obtained which could be treated by the application of 
the solid state electrolysis method of purif icat ion a specimen would 
result with h i ^ e r puri ty than that used in present work. I f this 
was made available then i t w i l l be of great interest to study the 
domain structure of gadolinium between. 240°K and k°K where the easy 
direction l i e s on. a cone of easy magnetization. , Aq investigation 
of the honeycomb produced by the small peimanent magnets and the 
application of a. large noimal f i e l d to the basal plane produced by 
such magnets might give more detailed infoimation about the nature 
of this pattern. A pure sample of Tb w i l l make i t ea^ to investigate 
the nature of the pattern at low tonperature. A study of the domain 
structure i n the antiferromagnetic range with applied.field necessary 
to produce a ferrcmagnetic alignment w i l l be of interest, also the 
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effect of applied f i e l d on the demain structure, of Tb seems import-ant. 
The dependence of the dcsmin structure in the single ciystal terbium 
on the shape of the sample is of interest since in the case of a 
cube the -magnetization tpok direction along b^ and b^-axis, but not 
along, the b^-axis -which is perpendicular to the surface. I t would 
thug be very interesting to obtain a single ciystal of Tb in shape • 
of eif disc or a cylinder and examine the possibili t ies of other 
domain configurations. Calculation of the mghetostatic energy fo r 
models, a, b, and c, i n Fig. 6 .4 could be compared to the energy 
f o r Fig. 6 .4d and to show that the la t te r is the more favourable 
one. 
A study of the domain configuration in a -thin f i l m prepared by 
epitaxial growth on a suitable substrate, w i l l allow the use of 
the Kerr effect technique and by this 'the change in the magnetization 
during cooling w i l l fo l low easily and thus a f u l l understanding of 
l^ ow tanperature patterns w i l l be achieved. Variation of domain 
structure with the f i l m thickness and the effect of shape anisotropy 
in a very th in f i l m would provide fur i i ier interesting study. 
A study of domain structure on other rare earth metals m i ^ t 
prove to be interesting and useful. 
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